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increase in the use o f eye-moveme nt In 'err t i

recording and analysis in the qtudy (,F X 1 1xi , i Sri''I tl, P. f 7
complex cognitive processes. Tihe trend Sunof o:f t ,I!
results both from improvements in the prnc-sLu Ii n re
technology available for recording and prohle-ms , :i
analysis and from the advance- of in- coded lot fur s;c '1 41!
creasinqlv,, detailed and powerful infor- But their !iruqraM I Ii,
mation prncessing the-ries of coarnitivec mot fn percept "I,, s' u,I
activities in such areas as readinq and t h- ef fetsF df r,,isq
problem solving. Much of the research Mar1co. Soreo nsw I
has been conducted in the US. But there in he laiq r~u I h, i-r
is also a strong surge in Furope- two Iahon r,- o.
books of collected works have recently J ,:qure, I chews th- i t 17 mu
appeared (Groner and Fraisstf, 1982; ple--em series probiem Wti, Ii. -n
Groner, Menz, Fisher, and Monty, 1983), the Ftud- ;f r-asorra~ Iuri(i re-e
another I's in the offing (Gale and Sol ving. The proble-r her( is to(tier
Johnson, forthcoming) , and a directory mine w hor is +-a I e st , si-cun o- t - 1 1
!available from Groner and Men7, 1982) shortest, and! so Gn. It 1h,3s Ionrq 1--e
listed about 125 names of European thought that I te~rm of h-prthc15it-,ft
scientists active in eye-mo-ement iog behavior is; a criticil ifueir,
research at the end of 1982. this kind o f reaso:in --i-h,, u ~t

Eye-movement data prov.ide a unique assumec:s a tentatv voh'i uha
adjunct to cognitive analyses based on "Sam is tal les+; process F t ( test t h
measures of errors, reaction time or hypothesis aqainst othei termis i n f-he(
working time, and verbal reports by display untilI it- is gocund ceom pa fi.
subjects. It must be assumed, o 4 with or falsified by the othe r informa-
course, that eye movements have furlc- tion cgiven; and, if the latter, t hen
tional significance for cognitive proceeds; to the next hypothesis. P 11t
operations in the task being studiiod, there are alternative mode,_ls for slich a
that peripheral vision is inconseguen- process, and these ha-r di ffe rent
tial for these operations, and that substantive implicationF. One, Model,
corsecutive eye fixations beyond the for example, called hvpothesi!r testini
first in each informative part of the with minimal memory, load (Hr>I) b:th'
display also have functional signifi- Groners, assumes that eefi:xations enI
cance. Usually it is also assumed that the terms of the problem are cmltl
eye fixations car be divided into random in testing a qiven hypot hes is;

*.scanning fixations associated with after falsification, the next h%-po h-sic
stimulus search and processing fixations again is tested by co(-mpl - " 1 rind~ P
associated with subseguent problem search. HTM a s sumes n I ( memor: fur
solution, and that cognitive processing previous hypotheses. Ano)ther, IT"(nI'
occurs mainly during eve fixation rather efficient model, called FtTG, -IIs11M, ISFthan during eve movement. But these perfect memory for previous i o-ul I ices
assumptiLons are subject to experimental such that no pre~mise will he' f ixateod
checks and controls for any given task, more than once during the tefstino (,f th,-
Most importantly, best results usua 11' same hv pothesi s; the memloryl for pr re-,
derive from analyses of fixati on dura- ousi, fa I si f i ed hypot-heses onlIy e

tions and seguences that are driven by back to the last falsifiedhyehs,
explicit theoretical models with strong however. Other varnints of such noWIs1
behavioral predictions. a re also osibe Euch modeol ca,- P-

- . 291
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Figure 2. Predicted probability distributions for the IITM and HTG moi-ls of six-
term series problem-solving (the solid curves) compared with eye fixation
data for normal (circles), synthesized HiTM (triangles) , and instructed
HTG (squares) experimental conditions. Data are for eye fixations spent
by each subject from stimulus onset to complete solution, grouped in
intervals of 50 fixations.

represented by a corresponding Markov data as well as eve fixations; various
chain that predicts different eye other implications about details of the
fixation paths and lengths. processing system also are derivable

In a series of experiments (Groner, from results under the different experi-
1978; Groner and Groner, 1982, 1983; mental conditions so far examined. The
Groner and Keller, 1978), such models results thus converge on the validity of '
were empirically tested using concept HTM, suggesting that it should be tested
identification tasks as well as six-term much more widely in other tasks.
series problems. Experimental condi- In the reading-skill-acquisition
tions were also varied--in some, sub- experiments (Menz and Groner, 1981,
jects were free to adopt any hypothesis- 1982, and forthcoming), a figural
testing strategy, whereas in others an alphabet code and its use in reading
attempt was made to prompt subjects to text is learned. Figure 3 shows an
use HTM or HTG. example slide. Here the experimental

Figure 2 summarizes some of the arrangements allow the quantification of
results. Under "normal" or unrestricted progressive left-right eye movem.nts,
strategy conditions, subjects' eye-fixa- regressive right-left movements, decod-
tion patterns closely approximated the ing jumps between the letter code and
predicted curve derived from the HTM text, the duration of these various
model. Under conditions designed to kinds of fixations, and the correspond-
"synthesize" or force use of HTM, the ence between these variables and vocali-
curve obtained did not differ signifi- zations during reading. The data can be
cantly from these. Under conditions analyzed at several levels. The time
designed to promote use of HTG through course of all these variables can also
instruction, however, the obtained curve be examined across stages in learning.
moved in the direction of the predicted The general hypothesis underlyino
HTG curve, but remained significantly this work is that a hierarchy of pro-
different from both HTG and HTM. It cessing units is built up during learn-
thus appears that subjects cannot or do ing and, thus, there is information
not use the more efficient strategy even organization at different levels. It is
when instructed to do so. HTM appears the organization of information process-
to be the most-used strategy, implying ing that becomes more efficient over thc
that subjects rely on the visual display course of learning. There is also} aas an external memory, to minimize distinction in this view botwoen "width
internal memory load, and spend inexpen- of processing," defined as saccade size
sive eye fixations freely. This model (i.e., the distance traversed by since
also has succeeded in comparisons with progressive eye movements) and "depth of
some other models, using time and! error processing," defineci by i xaf ti 11 ,

292
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graph) . Th, pet ks at +o. 2 s. rd" ~ ~ ~ ~ .-( P% <1 J J !! r" Vb" i n d i c a t e t h a t w . '( ,o , g ( S l ,~ n t .
tolow vocalizat ions v z h;r amtunt,

P 0 R S T U V W X Y Z , - time, on avtrqe. it rj'. £0. (V;
S "comparing the upper ,:, (V(r qraph;,

represent ing early and latfe t r n i ; c
stages, respecti'.] %) t hat l, T.a rlng
results in decreased variabili .. ih
timing of ocular and vocal reaction s
becomes more regular and pe-rhaps rcn-

( N N A N automatic. Also, comparing the upor
curves across the two graphs, it is seen

"" •N that the frequencies on the le.ft side
are significantly lower in ,.arly learn:-
ing relative to later learning. This is

"7 "- % 4q LE ", 19 v N4 interpreted as indicating a tend-,cy of
the learner to suppress eye pr, saon

b4 Oz 3 b4 % b b4r N% prior to vocalization--a tende hich
disappears with continued learr I.

*.-.. The potential of this ap h for
. Figure 3. Example of one frame of the studying the details of il mation

letter-code reading acquisition task as processing models of reading a oason-
displayed to subjects. The upper part ing, and the necessary variatiP ross
shows the code list; the lower part four individuals and learning experi that
lines of text. must be built into them, seems uniquely

powerful. In recent years, larqely
through a variety of research projects

pause durations. The experiments sponsored by the Office of Naval Re-
conducted so far have examined various search, US cognitive psychologists have

measurement issues in this context and developed new models of reading and of
have begun the study of this hypothesis. reasoning, studied individual differ-

Several semantic and syntactic variables nces and learning and strategy trainino

in the text have also been studied, in the context of these models, and used
The results to date suggest marked eye-movement data as an aid in this

individual differences in information- process. But these separate develop-
processing strategies and in the time ments have not yet been brought together

course of acquisition for different for comparison and integration within a

" learners. Thus, all data analysis and single programmatic effort. The
modeling must clearly be conducted Groners' laboratory in Bern is one place
separately for individual subjects, now poised for this crucial next step.

Differences can be seen in decreases
over trials in reading time, number of References
fixations, and fixation duration, and in Groner, R., Hypot;: -den im-
increases over trials in regression .,rundZaaeu einer v lra ?Mc:7gc Z ....
sizes. On average, width of processing -hcorie a74f icr -asia P-emr-ar,-, ":-
does not seem to expand over learning in formationsverarbp-tung (Bern: Huber,
this task, while depth of processing 1978).
decreases slightly with learning. Oroner, R., and M. Groner, "Towards a

- The detail with which these sorts Hypothetico-Deductive Theory of
* of data are currently being analyzed can Cognitive Activity," in Ccgnt'or a'd

be illustrated by Figure 4, which shows Fye Yse-ments, ed. R. Groner and P.
one aspect of synchronicity between Fraisse (Amsterdam: North-Holland,
vocalizations and progressive eye 1982).
movements. The curves are frequency "A Stochastic Hypothesis Testing
distributions of time differences Model for Multi-Term Series Problems,
between onset of vocalization and the Based on Eye Fixations," in Fyc
beginning of eye progression, summed Movements and Frycbclogi-a, - :,no-
over a range of t5 seconds. The upper tionc: Internctc'onat Views, ed. R.

. curve in each graph shows the frequen- Groner, C. Menz, D.F. Fisher, and
cies of all pairs within the given R.A. Monty (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
interval; the lower curve in each graph Erlbaum Associates, 1983).
gives the frequencies for the last Groner, R., and B. Keller, "Hypothesis
progression before a vocalization (left Testing Strategies and Instruction,"

293
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Figure 4. Graphs of synchronicity between vocalizations and eyt progressions during
reading. Upper and lower graphs show first third and third third of the
learning period, respectively. Upper curves in each graph show frequenry
distributions of time distances for all pairs of vocalizations and eye
progressions; lower curves in each graph show distributions of distances
for the next eye progression before or after a vocalization.

in Cognit-ive Fsychology an rfstruc'- ___,"The Analysis of Some Componen-
tion, ed. A.M. Lesgold, J.W. Pelle- tial Skills of Reading Acquisition,"
grino, S.D. Fokkema, and R. Glaser Cognition and by~e .;cv, r't', ed. R.
(New York: Plenum, 1978). Groner anid P. Fraisse (Amsterdam:

Groner, R., and C. Menz, Directory of North-Holland, 1982).
Furopean Scientists Active in Eluc ___,"The Acquisition of a New Letter
Movement Pesearch, 2nd ed. (Depart- System: Effects of Word Length and
ment of Psychology, University of Redundancy," in Theorrtlra7 an!
Bern, Switzerland, December, 1982). AppliedI Apeccto fr .',e ,.o C, 6 :

*Menz, C., and R. Groner, "'Zweitlezel- ;e.,aar C.h , ed. A.G' Gale and F .
ernen'"--die experimentelle Analyse Johnson (Amsterdam: Nor'-h-Holland,
der okulomotorischen und artikulato- forthcoming).

*komplexen Dekodierleistung," in
Aognitive C7tr'ukturen und ihre Fnt-

* wick! ung, ed. K. Foppa and R. Groner
(Bern: Huber, 1981). 317,40
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t temo fog i o Gien't ioue , t!I r '..'r I t o o do f1 C) I P1 age ' I t -h r
CGenteve HO. W,'i I 1 ITICrIu i.''!t .I I 1 !0 11-- 'In 'xp le ion (it s tu d e' 1 Om 'IT

in t he p is tomlocq%. 1 bi It%., In esewh,'-rt, showii n'; ,t .,i rl'0 .'S

p ph i les!7o ph 11, f sc ; inc, aindo va n % wouof dd i f I kren.t c~'Vt-ris 1' W.' I 't
sa a~i cI in tho s c ie-n ce p psyh oin I -c, Id ap)t-a t i ons t o th I I, ooco- f 1h4
as well as in the psyr- i'. -f s'ic'. ki nds o f ps 'ch oi gca I t heoorv.
P i ag t m iqh t Sa'. t hat he Only use d A subistfan t ia 1 amp 1 4 t ( h I -'w
psvcholcq ((4\ as co ouf seve ra I tono I s t o work has now boo nsuv'.' k~ 1u 1 1 T!q.
help understand the nature, ind growth o)f anId Cha t i II on (or t h"osi i n, I in a) cbhg 1; oI

*human know ledoo anr.d jo1)to I I jo,-c,_ in1 rang inrg ac ross r'sa 'rch i n tb '.i-nc ,i '.
gene ra 1 -- k now Iledgen fo rimat io( n i I, t he psvc rr)oop o f k nowl Id anrd pr(,!d -',

ia .idualI and i n the cc),l loct i v' was; the Io, i 11(1, infant (h'veiopr~mt1 c fit Ih inr- .
* central, anid primarilV O piStOMolocical, quiet ics, cross-cultural ~aciov

ccncror n. But he- certainl' came, i n h is_ etbholIoqy , a nd a ppIi ca ti ons i n c in11i cal,
later ''ears at least , to value psycho 1- social , and edcICa t i0o1 pyco1' In
ogqv for itself and to acknowledge his the psycho logy and t-ducs t ions1 - s a
own contributions to it. Tn no of his de(partments of t he n iverali t i' s of
last pauers, Pi acept (1979, p. 1) s pea ks Ge(-ne(-va , N(-uchat 5 I, a nd F r ih)o ur q, Swi t -

of "our science" and its recio nroc i t ies zerland , and a] so in Franco aind Ca-nada,
(with bioloqy, the logico-mathematical one easily finds other exmlsto add
and cybernetic disciplines, the social to the [lull roger-Chat 11 1c survey. To .0

-sciences of linguistics, economics, and this reader, a major conflu('nc-,' of US
*sociology, and even with physics) , and Nec-Piagotian cognit iv' psycho Ilogy
*emphasizing that: "Psychology occupies a seems to be, at hand in se~veralI of t hoe
*key position in the family of sciences areas of research. In most cases, the

in that i t depends upon each of the shift in N-n-Piagetian emphasis seems to
*others, to different degrees, and in be from strict structuralism to a more.

turn it illuminates them all in distinct functional concern with the r'-lat ion (-f
wavs." This brief lecture should give mental representation, thought, and
valuable pause to anyone who thinks of action. This article gives nly a few

-. psychology as merely a derivative, examples to show the implications for -

subordinate, or questionable extension research on problem solvi ng, adult
of physical and biological science, intelligence, and individual differ-

Piaget's stupendous contributions ences.
*to developmental psychology stretch in a The functional-procedural study of

continuous stream from the 1930s through problem solving within the Piaqeotian -
the 1970s. In the US, however, the framework began with Inhielder's (197P)

*importance of his work was recognized interest i n strategies develIope I by
q uite late (see, e.g., Pcrlyne, 1965; subjcts when con fronted with problems,

*Flavell, 19 63; Hunt, 1961) and the to solve, anid in the mechanisms of
*limits of Piagotian theory still much elaboration anid change i n strategy by 1,

*later (see, e.g. , Flavell1, 1977). D e s- subjects a t d if f cre nt age-s. Piaget
pite- US tardiness and what it- signifies (1976) had distinguished three kinds of
as an example of the psychology of strategies or "schemes" to define the
transnational, translanguage science, it structure of an action: m~resentative

*was strikina to learn recently that schemes that represent the stable
-Piaget's fellow citizens in German- characteristics of objects or concepts;
-,speakinog Switzerland had had to discover procedural sche-mes that a re action

Piagetian theory via the Americans! sequences designed to attain particular
Piaget's theory is a strict, a nd limited short-durat ion goals; and

structuralist view of the course of operatory schemes that are syntheses of
cognitive development as an invariant the previous two to provide generalized
series of stages for all human beings, procedures, such as seriation orcia-

*unmodifiable by any sort of environment- fication. The coordination of presenta-
al engineering. It is quite obviously a tive and operatory sche-mes provide-s ther
genetic epistemology; it is also a rich stutue r systems by which a person
description of human mental growth. But u n'~r.'' the worlId of physi ca]
despite the depth and breadth of re- realities and re at ions;, and causa'l itv;
search that emanated from his center in this was Pr get 's pers istent. focus". 11n *1.
Geneva over the years, and from' the many I nhelde r bec-ame espec ial I i n t e rested i n
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+  J' , , : ,, , I,,.

r od ur 0 orLer (whe.. tl' *..C''. WI 1 -. '

buit -,i" i carried out 1v ,-i. to hcov ''vr, thi' fh.

achiv, - oal) , and ti; ,' c'r. so . to us, )n ,',.:,', ', i, .

act i,,..: ' -,'e d in a :i ot o lcu- s r'tr a '1so, t he -'4 :, : t 2:
ts . " . ' T10 ot C00o1l ch.I ict ,ri.st i1'1 r (cO not be fO ! I' , ,is tv , -< ,(wh ': ' h, setqtlonce might t1- d,,torr: i If,,0 ill i rtod ,.- I r C, 0: ,. ., 1: '

•
". t),

SH., u" c in th re, >. d or f'rm' co'st ructiv ' lu',n '' , i. 21 , :
t vT'-h it is c ri,, out, based prolem rs)l\'iiIq l- d.'h . , :t .
.- r. . is o the goal) . 'The ,Is.t-mbly s,'.iu.'ncs,, t h,.', n.: , thr io..,:t 4,,t

T "f -= : : Is might b,1 t', j'.. o' ha'e er .P(2r ' imet "I q With t 1,
.. ,'ith. r' r or by a coordirat i,'' c! the example, obseri-at ions e fi ' 1 ,i 'ox;1r t

t W Ias rocoq'iZ d ld . thaIt sio s, incipie1t isturs i:'d ',',r i1 i ' .
in.:.... i'. . rocedures ar, oft,,n ro- tion , eve fixat ioIIs, h'si tat i ons,

mor
, 

eff-ct ive proc t'du re s as mod if Icat ion of w,rk rh,'- hms-- i r IdI -
sub ]' ,'t' <regress throuqh a:: e>p ne rirent t i on to co1%'e n n' oal F- r om n,-n(,, Tri c -
the: dI s.- wer and invent procedures as ures.
the. .e .Hong, and seem to draw from a It rema ins to be seen ho)w ci (4,]v•
reservoir f presentati ye schemes in this empirical work corresponds in ts
impro" n o their procedural schemes. The implications to that produc.d by ts
i ' rimprovement is also often apparent ly research in cognit ive informat ion
ac ,c:i: 1 i shed by successiv, adjustments processing. It is already: clear,
in strategy to reach a final solution however, that the theoretical corre-
procedure. A number of experiments spondences are close both to IS thenr•

*.. seemed to bear out the importance of and to some of the theories of act ion
-.. these distinctions. They also show that formation coming from Russian research

the coordination of the two orders can (Galp~rine, 1966).
be cyclical--alternating between a The emphasis on operatnrv schemes,
precursive and productive sequence in strategies, organizations of these, and
the same problem. A precursive order adjustments in them during problem
seems analogous to what is usually solving comes close also to US research
called top-down processinq in US re- on individual differences in aptitude
search--a directing idea or overall for problem solving. Neo-Piagetian

•J' concept controls the sequence of actions research has now entered this arena as
toward the goal. A productive order, on well, after decades of delay due to
the other hand, implies bottom-up Piaget's insistence on establishing
processing, in which successive changes general structures first (and only)
in the directing idea occur as a result Longeot (1978), for example, has devel-
of actions taken and the assessment of oped measures to test for hierarchial
intermediate results, structure in developmental differences.

This work has in turn led to While confirming the hierarchical aspect
similar studies of adult cognitive of Piagetian theory in part, the results
functioning. Chatillon (1980), for also showed marked differences in task
example, found that the initial repre- difficulty among situations that would
sentation of the problem strongly have been presumed to require the same
influenced performance; individuals who mode of reasoning. The work also
were able to imagine the sequence of identifies an intermediate state of
procedural steps most precisely in a reasoning not predicted by prior theory.
top-down fashion were most successful in Lautrey (1980) has further shown that
problem solving. In a study of execu- such hierarchical analyses are extremely
tie processes in spatial problem sensitive to sample variations and that
solving, Pailhous (forthcoming) suggests marked intra-individual differences in
further that the best-performing indivi- operatory level can he observed with
duals are able to organize their rele- shifts in experimental situation. De
vant knowledge as a set of instruments Ribaupierre and Rieben (1983) have now
and to generate a system for spcific gone on to mount a large study of inter-
representation and processing using and intra-individual variability ui'ninq a
these. The power of the generated battery of Piaqetian tasks. Al houqh
systm depends on the size of the class the analysis of theso data is not 'vet .
of knowlodge instruments and the effici- complete, it is c ear that t ht'
encv of therir organization with respect range of both kinds of var i,1i lit': i"
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sufficiently great to call into question De Ri baupiere A. and . P 'Lb,.,
any simple interpretation of stage "Aspects Pi :".,nt, du Fpct ji :c.-
structure theory Marked individual men t Cogn it I r oc('i: .',, .' ]. ,

• differences in procedural activity et Evsharnots,. -
within stage across tasks, as well as in !98. , %1 93) , i.
the Piagetian stage eventually reached Flavel!, S.H., ,' ;
by adults, opens a whole new realm for - .., . . , ., :..' (II .nct , N.:

'-. theory and research for the Neo-Piaoe- Van Nostt dnd, 19(, 3).
tians (see, e.g., De Ribaupierre, 1983; , * :*'' ° • . (Fna>-
De Ribaupierre and Pascual-Leone, 1979). wood Cliffs, NJ: Pren c, -I,

In turn, the work has led to 1977).
research in educational and industrial Galptorinc, P., "Is,ai sur Ii It ia()I.
settings in which both the Piagetian par Ftaps des Act ions f.t des C( n-
structural view and the new emphasis on cepts, ino;:.''<, . . - .. ,,
procedures is used to analyze sources of . ... '. (Moscow: Editions di
difficulty in instructional tasks and in Progres, l9tt).
behavior in work situations. It is Hunt, J. McV., :'. , , .
clear, for example, that there are many c' , (New York: Ronald Press, 1961).
sources of difficulty in such tasks that Inhelder, B., "De 1'Apprrche Structurale
produce individual differences and a I 'Approche Procedura Ie, Intrcduc-
situational differences that do not tion a 1 'Etude des Strategies," in
simply reflect differences in the mode A - , ."..-,
or stage of reasoning required. The , :,,, 47- nj (Paris: Presses
cognitive activity of workers in complex Universitaires de France, 1978).
jobs usually also involves multiple Lautrey, J.,
goals. Analyses of these issues has : , .,
provoked complex questions for further 7.-a -
theoretical study. Thooo :. (Manuscript submitted for

There is no meaningful summary at publication, 1980) .

this early date. But to this reader one Longeot, F., r. ... , .- r'-c
conclusion seems clear: the Neo-Piage- q .ag -...... ". " -
tian agenda has blown wide open--with 0ence (Grenoble, France: Presse
the explosion comes many opportunities Universitaires de Grenoble, 1978).
for coordination between US and Genevan Pailhous. J., "Les Fonctions d'Organisa-
theory and research. tion des Conjuites et des Donnees

(Conduite de l'Adulte)," in !a:. ;:o,-
gte, ed. J. Piaget, J.P. Bronckard,

References and P. Mounoud (Paris: La Pleiade, in
Berlyne, D.E., Structure and .irect~on press).

.i Tkikina (New York: Wiley, Piaget, J., "Le Possible, l'Impossible
1965). et le Necessaire," A r ohav r C

Bullinger, A., and J.-F. Chatillon, Psye& lgies, 44 (1976), 281-499.
"Recent Theory and Research of the , "Relations Between Psychology and
Genevan School," in Handbook of Child Other Sciences," An,.:ua :evcw of P
:sychctogy (Fozorth Edition) 'oZ III: rcncli olota, 30 (1979), 1-8.
Cogniti7'e !?eveiopment, ed. P.H. Vermersch, P., "Peut-on Utiliser les
Mussen (New York: Wiley, forthcom- Donnees de la Psychologie Genetique
ing) . Pour Analyser le Fonctionnement

% Chatillon, J.-F., "Etude des Aspects Coqnifit des Adults? Theorie Opera-
Cognitifs Necessaires a la Realisa- toir de l'Intelligence et Registre
tion d'une Tache d'Habilete Manu- de Fonctionment," Cakier. :c FPryobc-
elle," [aboratoire de :s coogie 7oie, 22 (1979), 59-74.
de ' 'Apprenticcage. Tubzications de
" 'Uniuersit d'Aix-Marsei.ie II, NV5
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0 . 1 O ho -I i 0 I C o p T) In I
-:: " """" 55-nn di meter (V\'I ind ri 4] ,-i weu,]

Cent -m1 e q s were 1, ic,,, i . P'.
Two vears aqo, Spanish reoarchers inlcuhat(r 200-min av awe.' t h

found that extremely weak, pulsld The -n is were emnt ro i,, , , Or.; ;:
macnetic fields (repetition rate of 10(I0 Stimulator us no rct.r:u ] r .wi,.
--iz and 1.2 LT) caused malformations in 0.5-ms pulse duri or -I t ropet it Ion
developing chick embryos. That report rtes of 10, 10, 1nI 2P32a , wi*h(Do Icrado Pet a .1 1981) at once stunned magnet ic fieid i nt-,.rs is c-r,,i t (,d in
and nerplexed the bioelectromagnet ics the coils it eac h or''cu,,ncv of 0. 1',
research communit'. This type of 1.?, and 12 .T. Th , mI net ic fif-ld
bioloqical response had been seen with intensity was thf- rio,suro-e a)nq !
low-level electric fields hut never center axis of t 1, C- -i Is. Th eqos w r,,
before with maoinetic fields at such low placed such that their I i v>vs was
levels--much less than the earth's, parallel to the IInc axis of t hl, ,- :-

What Dr. Delgado and his team at drical coil, and the, ,cc Ce d, wk,
the Departamento de Investigacion, such that the embryo, which in tho ,,-'-"
Centro 'Ramon y Cajal,' Madrid, Spain, stage of development is it the top , .

found was that a 48-hour exposure of the yolk sac, was ]vin,; just it ,!I,
fertilized eggs from white Leghorn hens center line of the coil.
to the weak magnetic fields resulted in Two similar experim-ntc (a total rf
consistent and significant inhibition of si: eqqs) were conducted simu]'an,,euslv,
embr)ogenesis as revealed by gross with two coils beinc activated with the.

• morphological and histological analysis, same Grass stimulator, c-oupled I I
Auditory pit, forequt, brain vesicles, series capacitor. The le.ct-ictl
neural tube, heart, vessels, and somites currents were continuously monitor-Itr.

% were not developed. They postulated with an oscilloscope.
that the alterations in growth may be Af-er 48 hours of incuhat ijo, iiui
due in part to disruption in production exposure, the eggs were expcted t( h, ,
and disturbances in the structure of reached a well-established stau, k 1

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), which are development that could be quantifi ed Cv -
essential elements in differentiating a tried and proven scale. At this
cellular activity and in cell migration. point, the eggs were opened for xa mina-

It was immediately evident that tion. After fixation, the ombr.os were
- such biological sensitivity to extremely observed with a stereomicroscope. Th,,

-",. low-frequency and low-intensity magnetic samples were coded so that the ),rson
fields could have far-reachinq implica- scoring was unaware of which were,
tions for a number of military and exposed and which were control embryos.
industrial operations. Several individ- In the histological studies, the
uals began trying to obtain enough embryos were dehydrated with alcohol and
information to replicate this study in embedded in paraffin. Sevon-micron-
an effort to substantiate the findings. thick sections were cut transverse to
However, when attempts were made using the main axis of the embryo, mounted,
either frog or hen eggs, only neqative and stained. The slides, again coded,
results were found, and all exposed eggs were examined microscopically. The
were apparently no different from the microscopic study looked for development
controls. These findings began to cast and organization of: (I) the cephalic
doubt on the reported results of the nervous system, (2) the truncal nervous
Spanish group. Thus I visited the system, (3) the heart, (4) vasculariza-
laboratory in Madrid to find out exactly tion, and (5) somites. Each embryo was
why follow-up studies have been so classified as normal (N) or abnormal (A)
uniformly negative in the face of in each of the five morphological fea-

" continuing reports of positive effects tures. The results are shown in Tables
from their laboratory. By the time of 1 and 2. It should be pointed out that
my trip, Delgado and his coworkers had of the 26 control eggs, only forr were
published another paper (Ubeda et al., abnormal: one in the 10 Hz/l.2 T
1983) in which they examined the impor- series was abnormal in all morphological
tancr of waveform in determining the features; one in the 1000 Hz/0.l? aT
biological response of the developing series had an abnormal cephalic
embryo. nervous system and an improper number -
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Malformations i'. ControlF ja in Chick Finlmrvos Kxp.,.; It,)
Ext rene lv Low-Fr,,(uenc.v M nti c F.i,. . ( .'Ia,

Control,; 26 " 'xpo:-td to FI.-H 4.',

M, i foe Imed Ma I foTn, -d
era embryos S. C.. embryo . ..

CephtIi, - nervou- ;)ystem 3 11.5 (.4 i3. .
Truncr i nervou,; !,vatem 7. ' 5. 3 . 7.5
Heart 7. 7 5.o 23 54.s 7.7
Vessel, . 1.5 6.4 : to.7 7.
;omltes 11.5 t .4 24 57. 7.3

total numbr of :ample.;; a.e. = stinddid error.

of somites; another from this same of the orientation of the embr.,o with
series was abnormal only in vascularizai- respect to the maqnetic field.
tion and number of somites. The fourth Ihen the magnetic-t i* Id-t reated
abnormal control belonged to t he 1000 eggs wero opened at th'' end of the
Hz/12 uT series and was abnormal in all 48-hour exposute/incubation perind, it
morpholoqical features, was observed that some of the embry'os

It was astounding to observe that had changed their position in the egg to
33 of the 42 embryos (78.5 percent) lie approximately perpendicular to the
exposed to the maqnetic fields had long axis. Surprisingly, all these
detectable abnormalities in their early embrv,'os were normal, whereas almost all
stages of development. It was clear, as that did not reorient themselves, and
Table 1 indicates, that the highest thus remained parallel to the direction
frequency of abnormality was in the of the magnetic field, were abnormal.
cephalic nervous system. The heart was This raises the question of whether the
the most hardy system, although the r -ientation was a behavioral mechanism
changes seen were highly significant. that allowed a smaller cross section of

It appeared in this set of experi- the embryo to be presented to the field,

ments that there was a "window" for the thus reducing the amount of absorbed
effect of the magnetic fields, the energy. None of the control embryos
intermediate conditions of 100 Hz and changed their position in the egg durinq
1.2 wT being more effective in produc- the 48-hour incubation period.
tion of all abnormalities than either To rule out possible differences
the higher or lower frequencies or due to the ambient earth ' s maonetic
higher or lower intensities, field, all eggs were placed so that the

Follow-up studies by Delgado and long axis was in an east-west direction.
his team have shown even more astonish- It is not known exactly how much shield-
ing aspects of this very sensitive ing of the earth's mag-netic field was
magnetic field effect. First, placement provided by the incubators.
of the ego and its orientation appears A number of past studies have
to be very critical. Second, the reported that waveform is critical in
orientation of the egg with respect to eliciting biological effects using
the earth's magnetic field may be either pure electric fields or capaci-
important. Third, the wave form of the tively coupled electric and/ot magnetic
pulsed magnetic field may be critical, fields. The most striking of these have
though this has been challenged and been studies that show osteogenesis to
suggestions made that the sensitive be highly dependent upon the wave form
variable is the rise time of the pulse. of the applied field (Pilla, 1974;

The egg-placement details are Bassett, 1982). However, the importance
apparently very important and were not of the waveform is being questioned
mentioned in the original paper in 1982. quite closely, and more and more studie-s
This appears to be one of the key are being reported that tend to show
reasons why efforts to duplicate the that the shape of the applied wave is
Delgado experiments have been unsuccess- not nearly as important as are pulse
ful. In fact, Delqado and his coworkers characteristics such as frequency and
have made another observation that rise time. There was considerable
further illustrates the critical nature discussion of this point at the First
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Gross Vorphol(IcTiCAI L:vtluit I,': : :. : :,,:,.l
ELM s of the lclit, 'r .:'::,'w' , sit 1 : 0

Frequency (iz) - l1 *

tnte .,i.ty (.T) - " 0. 12 1.2 1 0. i 1.2 1 ..

Cephalic nervous system N A A A A A A A A

N A N A A A N A ;1
N N N A A A ,

A A A A

A

Truncal nervous system N A N A A A A A A

N N N A A N A A A

A N N N A A A A :4
N N A A A N
A A N

A

AA

Heart N A N N A A A A A
N N N A A N N A A

N N N N A A A A N

N N N A A A A
N A N

A N

A
A * .O

A

Vessels N A A A A A A A A
N N N A A N N A A

N N N A A A A A A

N N A A A A A

A A N
A N

A

N

Somites N N N A A A A A A
N N N A A N A A A

N N N N A A A A N

N N N A A A A

N A N
A N

A

A
A

Totals 12 embryos 19 embryos ,rrd)ryos

International Meeting on Biological pulse width of 500 ijs. Th-%y us-d four

Effects and Therapeutic Applications of different pulse shapes, as shown in
ELF Electromagnetic Fields (Venice, Fiqure 1. The magn,,tic field intensity
Italy, 23 through 25 February). varied between 0.4 and 104 ,T and the

In their most recent study, Delgado rise time of th, pus,,s was 42 i s.

and coworkers (Ubeda et al., 1983) There can only h(. (pectiilat i ihout

exposed a total of 659 (295 experimental whether these ahnormalities result from

and 364 control) freshly fertilized hen metabolic chanqes or wh, thtr tho': arf

eggs at a repetition rate of 100 Hz and due to direct action , thie, fi.,d (,n
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/1ized. In this eas,, a situat-on is safe
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ore I ) t-~', w r I It e

:0 t he roct--s P ,xecut i

* - .t K) rei'-.entinq tfb. prcce ss4 Y, ''
'1l %-" t'- i ' i t~ si i tO h te 's t"Pi eli r f
as.N . th- onr r-.il.q s~st - I (,I- J 11. t* ml ia . rr I-) om ul

t - t o tr its -ti stop; a nd (3) t re rp r,,s )d P ,: S-t Il M,
r- or st a1, f r -pr s, nt ing th!e t ics w, re compuf od un,.,

*c'o when i -has - rrU na t ed( i ts t hat p roc,, -,so r-sqha r i o Cr-
taS k. p ope a sor- Ft at df dukc" Il: 1

The oporra ting -s.-stem may i sterpret sCon-cal way. 1- 'is. o er I t F7li;'
tile evalluat ion o) the systemi as a (Jameo reop resen, .t atio n r r'rhe o,- d a3) etwoen i t s ( I " assd t ne rroceas;.e s h te of Oh schedul11 jog. s~-rc- tI
inn in g condif ion bpi ng t hat al I I h the a c c ur1la t ed p roc t s F nq w('Cl_

processes have, been run. to completion. actualIly perfnrrmenC inll t l-.
The states of the Ssteor are thus elIapsfed' t ime I (t uqualI lli ,tj I-
cha-ra cte r ized ts' tie s ta to of the proces si ng t irne) fol lIow i ne oh1f(0, ocinc-

vaiosprcsssan heieniy f ties. One conclusi~n 'Wa t ha t t he
the player IL-has the mn'sk,. accumulated work accomol i I)% ii ,d

The- moves of f-he slayers dep~end on timle F ) a "long" j,,!. i r'I~c
the opera,-i na systeom *,h1ilo-sop~h,'. Tt ma" normally, 04:str ibutod . l(!lths ican
detect at most ne, at- least, one, or anv be concluded that t-he rt jsr, - n ir cor
nuroher of new rec:uests for transition a "oe o s al( o I e'

anid grant at most one or any number of normal 1': dj stributr' d (Gav-r, %'P
resuests is one loop. It Cn be shown
that the correspon-d inq gamps are equiv,,a- Semantic Problems
lent for the deadlock avoidance problemn. A ewcommandl lngu;' V01 I r -

Methods of constructing safe states d-uc-ed for bibl iographic r i~ '"lb
have been wcrhed,( out at Brussels. The- es. Although t he I ,nauo" ''ne ix
analysis of the- deadi~llock phenomenon andc contains 31 1 ru l-eto 1 -s -I I I)( f 11,

itgme, inerrtain permits defining qgrammaT,)r, t i s easier ti.; ',r a rm I''
s afety in a sat isfactory and useful is a nd is more roal i -t iCr '1 r .in r
manner. Thi s de fi n ition ]eads d irectlIk' vers ions . Mar ,'nnv's o
to a simple, pr-gressi'e cnistruction of s'rta cticall: a''(- i d (el. it
the set of unsafe- states, which may be adapted to an- bib 1 enraph i oOtiii-
used to stud,' the properties of the safe and it pre>I f- I' It151.
states (Flcyillers, 1977). facilitie's (Varc0 r nu-m !1 ,

Another oie , 0is w'h t
Probability anid Commuter Scienceanl'js'Op r' 1.'-n

Earl ier wokon stochiastic rnodels a svntaict ic a l' ss
* fonr response t~mes in proressor-sharina an error (f s ta, tmu-

computer models has beePn gjeneralized and exmne The tet 5111 rli t1 -7
extended. In the und-robin method ofl lousen Il. 11 l.'i't 11i -

central c ompuiIte-r -capa c ity allo ac it Ion o f rec"'cly'l.
with i jobs or prooirams at the eXecu-Lti101 Two s '1 i<P C

stage, each receives service attention dehI 5a n - (-
*one-jth of a time unit per time unit. nard,19
*If the chance that any sincle job, pro-

cessed a lone, finishes between time t Per
and t+k is ih+C3(h) , then the chance that Tierrtr 1

- ' 1" %
a particular job out of j-1 o the rs P,-cup- I'- !It
will finish be(twe~en t ime t and t+h ll'0 I

hi s ~-+ 0 (h) a s h -0. This permits shoDrt O.-'' 1 I''- 1

* obs' access to n or) eos ;n e i f tn-' q j1 17''>

arrive a ftr, and queue, with, lesnn (hi '1' 1
*jobs. Ix , , .

A recent paper b,! D. Mitra Vti -
anal-izfd re~sponse, fip' und-r'iIL- iSm-*

"'I -'
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and Queue Cent rl for pe nsn' 'line s Wal t'lin" (;i li (T' L i I '

in a Processor-Shar,,d Computer S\,sttn, sitv of Berlin) r .lllt ns th<tt 1I:.- ....

Modt' 1" (t'n i versi t )i br c (t, Irux- II pr IITunm i 11 1 1t I 'It t ; th. t it 1 . c I -
elles, 1983) al b t t la>nck but I',t thii ph; .

Hebalkar, P.(. , "Deadlock-Free Sharing because, tht, dI t -flow machins pr, .,1!
of Resources in Asynchronous Sys- so far cons ijt of 5; r'))r cu,;a[rl; i:
tems, " (ScD diss., Massachusetts convent ionlI archi tet to r but u rut al:,

- Institute of Technology, 1970) . in parallel. 1henc, i, si,.., -u l i.
- Mitra, D., "Waiting Time Distributions machine will consist -f i numh.r '',

From Closed Queueinq Network Models N,-umann butt ,,necks p(.r,it inq I I il-
of Shared Processor S'stems," : I .] To resIlve the, -, I I' L-t I-'.,

. ''", sg :v ::' ' t,, - 'u" , problem, ippropri.t t d, t i;'u nn I
o:.': ':, " "'n h>: : bjects should fx -Iaf at th, I.I!dw ur,

•"O ' ' 2 t.c';'Z t"n,'u a : : n;., " '. level as ob ef-ts f machin,, f!it a : 
-

(Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 4-6 ture types that ar" rI.- 7, 17.d
November 1981). manipulated Lv t he m I, hin, T! 1 1

Vander Auwera, Y. , and L. Bernard, "New approach allows the. comput(.r t,, ,l
Proposal for a Common Command Lan- efficient Iv with th, parull Ii:m inh,,a-
guage in Information Systems" (Ulni- ent in data-struct ure u L t Is.
versit6 Libre de Bruxelles, 1982). A multi-microcomputer svstem cumll,.

STARLET (structured, type,d, ai raiy-b.sed
representation) is being IIi It at t h,
Technical University of Btrlin. STAPI,.T

has a data-structure architecture.
Data-structure architect oures are

computer systems that manipulate at the
hardware level arbitrarily complx data-
structure objects as entities. Th,
entire data structure is referencod hv a

DATA-STRUCTURE-ARCHITECTURE COMPUTER AT symbolic name. Substructures or single
THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN data items are accssed )y execut i nq

access functions. In this architecture
Sb' 7. aokbrn. the conceptual bottleneck is avoided

because the computer supports procedural
or functional program mini-languages

The ACM Turing Award, Lecture of that allow changing arbitrarily complex

1978, given by John Backus of IBM, San data-structure objects by a single
Jose, described the shortcomings of complex operation invoked by a single
conventional Von Neumann computer instruction. There is no physical
architectures. Before the central bottleneck since data items are moved to
processing unit (CPU) of a conventional and from memory by an address stream
computer can process a data item, it has computed by the access processor at high
to fetch it from memory by an instruc- speed. The inherent known parallelism
tion, which itself must first be fetched of data-structure objects is exploited
from memory after an address has been for parallel processing in the single-
computed. For each operation that instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) mode.
changes the state of a single datum, the In contrast to machines that have
CPU must fetch and execute several only one data-structure type, the
instructions to establish the order in vector, STARLET incorporates the concept
which single-memory words are to be of data abstraction at the hardware
fetched and to instruct the hardware level. Since the data items of a
accordingly. This "overhead" is typi- complex object can be accessed only

." cally about three times the number of through application of the functions of
* state-transforming operations of a the data type to which the object

program. belongs, it is solely the function
Packus proposed the functional behavior that determines the structure

programming style as a way out of the of the object. The data structures at
conceptual bottleneck that keeps pro- the machine-language level may differ
grammers thinking of a word at a time from the structure of their internal
instead of larger conceptual units, representation. The latter is chosen so

1% This caused an upsurge of interest in that its value can be easily accessed
funct-ional programming and was a big and processed by hardware.
factor in the development of the prin- Giloi defines an abstract data type
ciple of data-flow architecture as the as a class of data objects of some sort
underlying computer architecture for and a collection of functions which can
functional programming (.::.,'7 36-12:323 act on the objects of the class. The

•'" [19821). STARLET computer uses th( principle, that
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the atue ofthc, o-ect iscomletey SAPIF.T s rcilzrid I mll

deemndb1,th ntonbhvo o p~t--s tonfx-itn ohsi

cillo th icoportin f' rbtrril shom o Iif-arhial untin dsti2defi-d achie t%-P" rucino irithV
dat wt iin mn, h a-osmc

while the setiour of Theio-at tTpes is Soict mi.hnapormitrr

rethe intur(] to thes tbhat isrompdemotel ta nRLIP!T i ne realie a 71t c"a
determidne hof th fuc iont Ieviollra to puter -'se i bi n sp c t.a

d fnpd mahe-aa type wit ctuc ut on-s amc. h A-os ahie '

rfnpi icnationr o fne dt t htec~r ol cam f the -,ue sTAlE comute Ttr.
typs tiks placte in the for of arbi- L, stonl coule . 1ystem j,, i whi chir

Thi he set of machdeine dat tes ; is co acto matchie,- a prga -'!I! n f

are not accessibhle from outs ide the thre'- or r', comlpT enS c,, the ctool

type . mc6-8POr I i.QF' 'OtSSO .' b tl;h,
The programming method supported by maIchines are, aljoF(tPfr

STARLET may be astract data-type based, the data processor, which is a
imperative procedural programming (e.g. , e, high-speed pipe) ineoroea~
ADA programs in which the package- arithmetic oppiat in ,, 'i F

concept is used), or a functional sorting. High pci formanc , I tv

programming style (egBackus' ATS). from: (1) use, ol 'pert, 4,s k'mpon't(
*Data-flow machines perform a data- (2) SIMD architecture, 0) pa ra I I -

dependence analysis for each operation processing in the pi pe Ii ne procossoi
to determine whether the operation is and (4) the parallel noeatioli of the
executablce. This results in consider- various machines of the, multiconipuo
able overhead. In contrast, data- sstem.
structure architecturs uISe- the inherent

paallism in data-structure objects, Reference
without the need for data-dependence Gilol, W.K. and R. Guc th (conce"pts andi
analysis. Real izat ion o~ f H igh) -P Ifoin

.. N..304
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-':.... ..is rc to a r.i

............... .". .. ', Vol '', No. o l ,) , kr<wl~dg o and Skills i.'L*'. s-p5,5'•.

ta un of exp(: I if' forx e
I.tuiV :ons in whi: 'he exp,-- + .*r I

immre i , ,1V appI i,1. Ie tC a ic ,vn s!
-.,q alc, and (b ,i.e acqui i i,1 ,f lor,

i:.ira (),nt:7 of n,., k:no)w Ie dc .t
. xpert ". t ero m h .L i i nc,, r:..-

I' rate c f omain-scific rCaronir.s
EXPERT SYSTEtMS Al KAas~i.A':T:Nu:::: R- n:e!an and .r oe,-sotvn :ksi 0 1v
SITY selonoino to the r r.,,ect i we a re jof .

exper is-P•

b . .r '.. 3 Expert syste-1 r shuld hd e
capabi it es for cor p .eni :,: c .1en s
a LI Pies and for construc inJ, pxplairi-

Expert systems are a major concern ins, nr applying solj'tions.
of the research on artificial inteli-
aence at Kaiserslautern Unive rsty, Abstraction I: I -

,
ct effe,,tive

Federal Republic of Germany. According method for r,7presen ,lae aI 3-unt of '
to Peter Raulefs of Kaisersiautern knowl!edge. The two in niqu-. r
University, an expert '.'s tem should: scher atization an, r axiom Izat ion. A
(1) mechanize the activities of hurar schema nr pattern 1s a .-yntai c ohjesr
experts, and (2) represent fields of to which applying a ;ubst-r,,tion resut'.science in a manner to facilitate in an instance of 'io rattorn _ . '.; a
mechanical manipulation, pattern is an abstrac-ion of is:: -xten-

Expert systems--special types of sion. An area of knowledne is axiomat-
knowledge-based systems--have gained ized by a formal system consistino of
significant economic and scientific -:xioms deduction rules, and m -
importance in recent years because of rules--i.e., rules speciffina h:.
their performance, the increasing demand deduction rules may be a poied, r
for expert consultants, and the poten- altered and applied to dhie,, dedir-

. tial cost reduction resulting from Lions in a goal-oriented way.
'mechanization of expertise. An expert Pattern-directed infernc
system may mechanize the activities of a integrate shematizariom and axiomat:- S
human expert in varying degrees. Total zatiun, and form the core of mo,' oxpprt
mechanization of a human expert by such systems. Production syst em are the
a system. requires mechanizing expertise, most common of pattern-dir-c-ted infer-
consisting of knowledge and skills, and ence systems. A nrodu-tion sis teR
consulting competence. In most cases consists of:
this can be done only partially.

in order for an expert system to * A database, which is a .o'em of
have consulting competence it must: syntactically unif rm enodin : o f "'•-

e Understand the client's queries, chunks of knowledge.
transform them into internal repre- A production base, ,;-ich

sentation, and recocni7e approaches of production uIes ri. n f a -"'"

to apply its own expertise. pair situa ion a' in
" Solve the client 'r problems where its where < situation n a n, an:

own expertise applies the effect of ap- rin u ion
o Construct an answer which explains rule is determines 1' h in , I r

the solution to the client so that of the rroduction -em
the client can understand and apply a An interpreter, ii;i cnf:t. (1) a pattern ma tch ' -, I' .

. Explain to the client the reasoning of the database no I 'In
resulting in the answer so that the paterns of prod," io n7 in '

client may judae the reliability of production Lase; (2) an e'x,''aor V.'
the solution given by the expert executino d actions o , n~ ps'bly

systemthe client changing uata and i L ion coant.:
" Help the client in applying and and (3) a controi t< '

integrating the solution, production rules tc b o nsid-r
by the pa oe no tchPr r,:,

Paulefs says there are three executor.
requirements to consider when designinc
an expert system: Further (-' ails aIouj - ' i ' r ,'t f •

database, cnt rol, . "I f- on S, .::- , I
1. Expert systems are intended to and conflic t -r'u' n',rri i ..

manipulate vast quantities of poorly liven by Raulef
[-.4
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K(ai sor!, autern 2. r. atI it r I(roram- in nt . , ,  
' I I.

mT Iuing; M ed ic " Iand t '&hn i app i,'- inf1,pr,. ij, ':

tions; an! annin,;, c ort igult icr, and first v", f T', ,
construct io Ct en cf puter s\-t (In.

In , utomat ic FIogrammin( u,'fort tonfr vr : r i. .
a I,ISP Ip nquae procra s is n. , h'fpo hwSeS Th.
f ror 1bstra,,- spcc i cat : ps. The aal, i i- ..

" "" "" system, ca1. ed aut t orat p r1g raliXcn c.I , rew uI, !'.(I,.''. 1 ,
expert (APE) , constructs exocu*a) I e and pain. A.. ,., ,
efficient programs tIon:: ( a) alI,,bra i stomach ii , C1 1!.,! .5Zr- . n.
sptcifications of abstract data tcomls, ' l ted, the s,.',t, - will b, I !--d
and (2) abstract algorithms given as in Freiburq Ih .sptJl (Puil , , 9')
conditional term-rewrite rule -,'s toms 2. Anoth,,r oxper+ f: tIm " b. I
with terms built up from operat i on developed for D il - .: . e r
symbols of the abstract data types for fault detf, ct i n , ,.lgine tst.-.
involved. 3. A s\' tem w- 1 1 be dev(lo-, , i (:

It is an experimental system use in planning, ccnigurat i(, md
devised to develop methods for codifying construction. it will b( sir' lar to a
a rather broad extent of prograrrffing system now in use by Digital Equipmnt
knowledge required to construct imple- Corpor, tion for configuration of VAX
mentations of data types and algorithms. computer systems.

The APE system consists of two
subsystems: The system for planning, configura-

tion, and construction being planned at
e ADTCOMP codes algebraic specifica- Kaiserslautern will be used in civi I

tions of abstract data types as engineering for conceptual design. Tt
executable INTERLISP programs. will be based on qualitative reasoning

e ALGCOMP constructs executable and nonmonotonic reasoning--i.e., st- p
INTERLISP programs from abstract back and restart, modifying the, entire
algorithms given in terms of condi- approach as necessary. The developers-
tional term-rewrite rules, with terms say the system "will be built on top of'"
made up from operation symbols of computer-aided design. A system is
abstract data types being implemented expected to be ready by August 19P4.
by ADTCOMP.

References
In both ADTCOMP and ALGCOMP, Bartels, U., W. Olthoff, and P. Raulefs,

programming knowledge is codified in "APE: An Expert System for Automatic
terms of production rules. Both subsys- Programming from Abstract Specifica-
tems contain rule-manipulation packages tions of Data Types and Algorithms,"
providing an interface for interactive Memo Seki-BN-81-0 (Institut fir
experiments and modifications of the Informatik III, Universitit Bonn,
production bases. Federal Republic of Germany).

In this production system a Puppe, F., and B. Puppe, "A Heuristic
production rule is of the form < test > Diagnostic System With an Efficient

< < action >. The researchers evaluate Control Structure," Memo Seki-83-02,
< test > against a condition which is or (Fachbereich Informatik, Universitat
is not satisified by the database. If Kaiserslautern, Federal Republic of
the < test > is satisfied, the rule Germany).
is applied by executing < action > on Raulefs, Peter, "Expert Systems: State
the database. One possible effect of of the Art and Future Prospects,"
< action > is to alter the database. Memo Seki-BN-81-03, (Institut fir

Further information about specifi- Informatik 111, Universit~t Bonn,
cation language, automatic coding of Federal Republic of Germany).
algebraic data type specifications, and
implementation of abstract algorithms is
given by Bartels (1981). /

A total of 40 people (17 at Kaiser-
slautern) are involved in this expert
systems effort. The others are at IMAGE-ANALYSIS SYSTEMS AT THE TECHNICAl.
Karlsruhe, Munich, and Essen. Two UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN
Symbolics machines, manufactured by LISP
Machines, Inc. , Cambridge, MA, are used . F. ';
in the work. The machine language is an
expanded version of LISP.

Other areas of application for Industrial image-analysis sv tems
expert systems are under development: will be widely used for applications
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Figure ]. P256 vision system.

such as flaw detection in food process- under the designation IR1 P256 vision
ing and industrial manufacturing, system (Figure 1). The architecture is
measurement and classification in similar to that of the STARLET system
quality control, and robot vision. All (see page 303).

of these applications require the stages An operation whose argument is a.-
of preprocessFng, segmentation, feature single gray-scale value is calle a
extraction, evaluattioni foodtpos unt esion. auch operations can e

and image understanding. However, the performed by dedicated h aire during
methods and algorithms used may vary image digitizing and storage in a buffer

considerablyi storage. A point operation can be

Since inexpensive microcomputer repeatedly applied to an image already
systems lack the necessary processing located in the buffer storage in a
power and super-mainframe computers are read-modify-write mode of operation,
too costly, real-time image analysis each time requiring one refresh cycle.
requires special-purpose hardware in Some examples of point operations are
order to be cost effective. Even so, nonlinear transformations of the gray-
the range of application must be large scale values, including histogram
enough to justify the special-purpose calculation, contrast enhancement,
hardware, background suppression, and single-level

In image preprocessing and segmen- or multi-level thresholding. In Figure
tation procedures, the operands are 1, the processor for this purpose is
arrays of gray-scale values, and the called a preprocessor for point trans-
results of segmentation are binary formation and histogram calculation.
images. Feature extraction and evalua- A pipeline processor operating in
tion are operations on arrays; however, the single-instruction, multiple data
the results are lists made up of ex- (SIMD) mode is used for image prepro-
tracted features and their attributes. cessing, segmentation, and feature
So at the higher levels of image anal- extraction. This is a multifunctional
ysis, namely pattern matching and processor consisting of:
classification, the required algorithms
are list-processing procedures. One can * A set of functional units (adders,
take advantage of the commonality in multipliers, comparators)
some of the processing steps. * A set of address generators

e A microinstruction control store and
Multiprocessor Architecture sequences

A multiprocessor architecture o A fast buffer memory for intermediate
designed for image analysis has been values and results.
developed by Wolfgang Giloi and col-
leagues at the Technical University of There is a microprogram for each
Berlin. It is marketed by International function in the control store to gener-
Robomation/Intelligence, Carlsbad, CA, ate the appropriate address sequences
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standar. u rt :rscs t:. - p,:-fori' , .- ce 1ASYP5 (Fx: "

same c'-pr cesso,,; I:. the micr , r , rams >hi.3. Bus). l:f ,

sWhI e , te .oe eoxtort, he ha rj. ', C - d l --

resources ci t:l, r'esr r, rdinq t pr ior- ,

A spe c' c c ., - c sessor die(i 'ated ws -I Ow lS. , 1, , . I
solel tr fast Fourier trans1%r (FFT) at 1, issi1 iL id .

calculations cau- ,.e part : :0 megabytes pe! -;,',3d.

system. The IPY s . on s,.
,
S 7- i:

A way to reconc ile th,' rc' c irements crav-scaie it. pi-t, ro -in, '.;I , it aC..

of list processivg with S IM rocessira perform C 0 m 1 fr. , ter. : .,

is to have a spect i c list proc ssor sFcond 0 th y se i t 'I, P, .

that operates or a,. associative mor," analysis-lixpoint 1( 'a mu t '. p .

of sufficient 1% large capacity. system car ',ro- ran Fi T prat, t

The sstem can be made more oerf-ral 00 ins. (Feo ct her in , I t op.

by adding a pipeline processor :or gen- picture analbses, se 3 -2:444-447

eral-purpose vector processing. The host [1983]) .

compute- is a aenenai-purpose processor.
It executes operating-system functions Reference

and application programs. Functions of Bruning, 11., W. Gil-i, ard C.F. LiIed .:,

the data structure types executed by the "Architectural Princip"e: :,...--

specialized co-processors are perf-rmed Design of 'Wide Band' Tace' Ac.:r.".

by the host computer in the sense that (IFFE Computer Societv Wnr.s, or,

the host initializes the appropriate Computer Archite.,cture for Pr tern

co-processor operation. The host is a Analysis and Image Database M:..ge-•

Motorola MC68000 sinole-board computer. ment, Pasadena, CA, Octob,,r 1983).

Data-structure types are introduced
at the hardware level. Data types are
collections of data objects of a given
type and a set of functions applicable ,f/C/

on the objects. In data-structure types
the objects can be arbitrarily struc-

tured data objects that are subjected to EARTH SCIENCE
the transformations of the type in their ______

. entirety. Physically, a data-structure
object is a memory segment in the
machine--i.e., an appropriate-size ad- SEISMOLOGY, DISARMA1MFNT, AND STORM WAVES

dress space. Such memory-seqment ob-
jects can be referenced through a seg- b u ."bert T',lar. P. 0' ' '
ment address mode. The entire data- a-'on 0o'er'.t f r o'CC, ..

structure object is referenced in the §,ceanograrh in Furups a, ; '.

instructions pertaining to such objects. 7ast fO, ti:e ffj'e or ,:'z .Ofsf :':-
Substructures or single elements of a n fr

structure are accessed through applica- -et , 'eptember !Z.i 4 f.-' +k. nc-'c:'.

tion of access functions. Additional of :'ircinia, Where 1- S Fr'o f'.e,- ,r

descriptor information must be added to tfl.Srmental ,ciences.

enable the hardware to execute the
functions of the data-structure type.
Examples of data types are: gray-scale A comprehensive nuclear test ban

matrix; signal vector (tO be subjected treaty has been the aim of international

to FFT) ; vector (single-precision, disarmament negotiations for more than

floating-point representation); vector 20 years. The Limited Test Ban Treaty

(double-precision, floating-point repre- of 1963 prohibited nuclear explosions in

sentation); and lists of variable the atmosphere, outer space, and undor-

length. water. The treaty did not, howev r,
include underground nuclear tests,

Communication Structure because in 1963 verification seemed

The system of sharing a central impossible.
' communication memory in which the Underground nuclear explosions can,

processors of the system are given at a distance, only be detected through

access to a common memory via a central- observation of the pressure waves that

memory bus is used. This has the are generated and transmitted th:ough

advantage of offering under any cirrum- the interior of the earth--much like the

stances a guaranteed rmory access time. waves generated by earthquakes. For
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this reason seismology has hoen essen- al inst ', :t ions, 1!t .s n'ii',
tial in establishing -'erificati(n plants, 1,I111 datas, ard of f.h
methods for a nuclear test ban treaty. plat forms and i ipl ines.

In 1967, the US proposed to the Whi I, ,is t i g N( : A. rct.t I .T
Norwegians the construction ot a large wa, shown sev ora routin. :rt rri c re-
seismic observatory in Norway. The ob- c-;rds as wei ,1s examplf.s (! ",velnt s.
servatory was to be an array statio: O)ne problem with N(ORSAP the S,'
consisting of more than 100 seismometers tior. of nois1. ital the -vent sigra is.
distributed over an area about 100 km in The records ! was s;hown had a wide vari-
diameter. This array would then serve as at ion of si(enl arrplitud,e that appe-ared
an "antenna" that could be focused - to be persis rt through time, but that
signals from seismic events, both natur- varied significantly over pe-riods of
al and nuclear, in various regions of seveural days to weeks. When I ,]sked •
the earth. Construction of the Norwegian about the source of this elfect that
Seismic Array (NORSAR) was completed in they called "noise," I was told t!at the
1970, and the station has been in con- station had a bu It-in problem f rom
tinuous operation since then. The obser- North Sea waves Lreaking alono the N)r-
vatorv has recorded more than 50,000 wegian coast. The waves send through
earthquakes worldwide and more than 400 the rocks steady pulses of enerq,, which
presumed underground nuclear explosions are then detected and recorded by the
conducted by the US, USSR, China, NORSAR seismnometers 100-km away. When I
France, and India. NORSAR produces a asked if anyone had considered using
monthly summary of seismic events which these records to investigate wave cli-
is now distributed to more than 25 mate along the Norwegian coast, the an-
countries. swer was no. Since the array can also

NORSAR is one of the world's larg- focus on a range of directions, it would
est and most advanced seismological re- seem that with several calibration wave
search stations. The US wanted the array gauges on oil rigs working in the North
to be in Norway because of the proximity Sea it would be possible to regionalize
of the USSR; however, the site is ideal the Norwegian coast and estab]ish a
geologically (located on the crystalline "wave climatology" for Norway. The data-
rock of the Scandinavian Shield) for de- base is excellent--with long-term and
tection of seismic "events" throughout consistent results over almost 15 years.
the northern hemisphere. In fact, for The width of the signal for waves during
many regions of the world, particularly quiet sea-state periods is substantially 0

* Eurasia, NORSAR detection performance is and seemingly systematically different
unsurpassed, and research is continually from the width for periods of storm
under way to further improve the system. waves. Two weeks later, while talking

In addition to monitoring seismic with Dr. M.J. Tucker of the UK Institute
events, NORSAR supports and encourages of Oceanographic Sciences, I asked if he
research and experimentation for a reli- knew of anyone who had worked on seismic
able verification system that would be records for North Sea wave research.
acceptable to all parties of a test ban The answer was, "Oh yes, we did work on
treaty. The observatory has thus devel- that question 20 years ago and gave up
oped into an international center for in frustration due to the complex con-
research, with visiting scientists par- figuration [geology] of the coast. Cali-
ticipating from Eastern, Western, and bration is impossible." So much for
nonaligned countries. This research has waves and seismic records.
resulted in 3%0 publications and techni-
cal reports over the past 10 years. 3/13/84
Among the contributions have been im-
proved techniques in detecting and lo-
cating low-magnitude seismic events and EDUCAION
improved methods to discriminate between
low-magnitude earthquakes and low-yield PHYSICS AT LEADING PRC UNIVERSITIES
nuclear explosions. The emphasis on
small seismic events is the main focus by R.L. a7roviZlano. ,r. ra ro: V " Z',
because of the similarity between low- formerly at CNR, London, is lc -rcsf (;'

yield nuclear explosions and earth- Phzysics at Poston College.
quakes.

The NORSAR research efforts have Physics teachers from the US re-
also included investigations on general cently visited several leading universi-
seismological problems, in particular ties and technical institutes in the
the development of techniques in explo- People's Republic of China (PRC). For
ring for oil, gas, and ore resources background on this trip, see E.SN 38-5:
Research is also being conducted on as- 255 (1984). Visits were conducted simi-
sessing earthquake hazards for industri- larly at each institution. A high-rank-
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in university official who spoke Eng- u f f l 1 1 ,' '
lish fairly well headed a group whlich sparat vd ! It JrCu.,; nI u, ih pc I ,

met our delegation and handled intruduc- nuclear ph, sc's, silid ctst, fh',dt;i .,
tions. Our group consisted of 20 to , theoretical ph(-aics, Id.:r. I
people, and about 10 to 15 additional atomic and moliruar f'!.;I, ar1 i i.
Chinese university officials and physics crystal physics.
faculty members were present at each About 20 0 studt-: t tnt,, it ur i -
meeting. Typically, no more than about versitv each year, and t'. takI ihv ca.
three or four Chinese would speak at the First-year physics ,ct u ,s d t
meeting. The highest ranking Chinese of- classes of up to 300 studt.n* . Each ,-
ficial present, usually a vice presi- partment asks for a physic! cuurst for
dent, would give a brief history of the its own students. Students with ditter-
institution and a description of the ent majors tend not to be mixed in
educational program. This was followed class. Engineers take at least th,.
by an open question period and a tour of semesters of physics and physics labora-
selected facilities, tory.

High school graduates wishing to Physics majors study physics (.ach"
undertake higher education are required year. Mathematical physics is tak-n in
to take a nationwide competitive exami- the third year. Fourth-year courses are
nation prepared under the auspices of in subjects such as nuclear physics, S
the Ministry of Education (E.; 38-5:259 quantum optics, solid state physics,
11984]). Competing students rank their statistical physics, and quantum mecha-
preferences of universities to attend nics. The quantum mechanics course was
but really enter a draft since it is the characterized as "tough, but not up to
university that selects enrollees. The [the] book [by] Schiff." The fifth year
entrance exam is broad and comprehen- is spent full time at thesis work.
sive, and includes sections on physics, About 50 majors will graduate this year.
English grammar, and Russian grammar. About 10 percent of the graduates will
This article deals with three of the enter the MS program by passing the
most selective Chinese universities: entrance exam, 10 percent will stay on
Peking University and Tsinghua Univer- and work as assistants, and the others
sity in Beijing and Fudan University in will go on to industry or prepare to
Shanghai. teach in a middle school.
Tsinghua University Undergraduate laboratories were

Tsinghua University was founded in well equipped. Much of the equipment is
made in China. British- and US-made

1910. Originally it was a comprehensive equipment was also in evidence. Setups
university but was reorganized into a

included Bragg diffraction and Mi -hel-technical institution in 1952 with the intr me r exprints forhelp of the USSR. The curriculum son-interferometer experiments for

hel o te USR Te crrcuum second-year students; and Moss-iaueremphasizes technical and engineering fon-year students.apparatus was used i n projects by
courses of study. The university has 18 fut- ad ffhya tdns ,
departments, including physics, chemis- Research equipment included a nuclear

try, nuclear engineering, chemical reactor built by the faculty, a tandem
engineering, and electrical engineering. b t f y a nm
Basic science and mathematics are taken accelerator that produced 2-million-voltby all students and are used in thesis protons or helium nuclei for scatterinqbyal sudnt ad reusd n heis or scintillation experiments, and ar
and project work. Only the brightest or scilion eiments, and an
students are able to change field or x-ray facility using copper for the
major after entering the university, study of phase transitions.

Tsinghua University has about "
10,000 undergraduates, 1000 graduate Peking University
students, and 3000 faculty members, of Peking University was founded in
whom about 1000 are tutors--roughly 1898 and is located on I pleasant
equivalent to a lecturer in the US. campus. It is perhaps the most famous
Most Chinese universities have a 4-year and prestigious university in the PRC
undergraduate program, but Tsinghua is and was described as the "Harvard of
one of the few that requires 5 years. China." Our reception was headed by the

The MS program requires a thesis Deputy Chancellor of the university and
and takes 2 years to complete, though 3 included the vice chairman and
years is not uncommon. The PhD program several professors from the physics
has been recently instituted and re- department.
quires about 3 years beyond the MS. There are 24 departments at Peking

The physics department was reorga- University, about half in the sciences
nizeo last year. The department has and applied sciences and half in the
about 160 faculty members, few of whom humanities and social sciences. Peking
have the doctorate. About 30 percent of has about 11,000 undergraduates and 1200
the faculty is female, none at the rank graduate students. The number of
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tacultv and researchers at the univer- state physics. Cou : (-mph r I -
. sitv exceeds 2-n0. The library claims a theory,, possibly * an Px-, .. ,tbr I-

collectio:. cf 3. 5 million volumes and tory course wok rIu r,d I cf.
has seats for more than 2000 students in serin st er. A Iarg,. numbrer c: c
16 reading rooms. In addition, each electives are ofere and la , nken 0
department has its own limited library during the final thre.e, semestern the
holdings and reading rooms. program. T~e e ighth and final stm s I, i

Pekinq faculty members hold visit- is dedicated to thesis work a:j c
ing appointments at many US universi- coursos.
ties, including Arkansas, Boston Col- The department has 0,out 60 qridu-
lege, Columbia, Cornell, Michigan, ate students; about 30 new students

,-. Purdue, and Texas. About 30 percent of enter each year, including many, of the
the select qroup of students chosen for department's own undergraduate s. Re-
physics graduate study in the US by the search areas are low-temperature phys-
prestigious CUSPEA program are from ics, semiconductors, quantum optics,
Peking University. The CUSPEA program magnetism, metal physics, solid state

-'- is sponsored and run by a consortium of spectroscopy, and theoretical physics.
- US universities. A graduate appointment Other departments at the universit

at a CUSPEA institution normally in- offer additional research opportunities
cludes full financial support for at in fields such as nuclear physics,
least 3 years. Peking University has quai.tum electronics, atmospheric phys-
established a number of research insti- ics, space physics, and astrophysics.
tutes in recent years to foster advanced Most graduate students do their thesis
work in selected areas. Newly formed research at the university, but some
institutes are in mathematics, solid (and an occasional undergraduate) do
state physics, theoretical physics, research at the nearby Academica Sinica,
heavy ion physics, physical chemistry, the Chinese academy of science. Since
computer science and technology, molec- graduate education was resumed in 1978
ular biology, and remote sensing, after the cultural revolution, about 60

The undergraduate degree is obtain- PhDs in physics have come out of Peking
ed in 4 years. The MS degree requires 2 University. Most of these have gone on
to 3 years of study, and the PhD 2 to 3 to research careers at the Academica
years more. Undergraduate and graduate Sinica or have taken university faculty
students come from all over China. positions; the others have taken posi-

* Graduate students are chosen mainly from tions in industry.
the result of written and oral exams

. administered by Peking faculty members. Fudan University
In 1952 the physics departments Fudan University was founded in

from Tsinghua University and Yanjing 1905 and is located outside of Shang-
University were merged with the one at hai's extremely populous inner city. We
Peking University to form a single met with the vice president and several
department. The department has about physics professors and staff membe rs in
600 physics majors, with about 150 to the physics building, which is one of
160 freshmen entering each year. About the largest on campus. The physics
20 percent of the majors are female, department is the largest at the unver-
Approximately 110 physics majors gradu- sity. Fudan has 16 departments that
ate each year. About two-thirds of the include nuclear science, electronic
graduates go on to graduate school in engineering, and management science in
physics or other technical areas, and addition to physics, chemistry, and
the others go to work at institutes or biology. Engineering has only recently
in industry all around China. Physics been separated from physics. In addi-
graduates from Peking University hold tion, Fudan has eight research insti-
significant positions in education, tutes and a computing center. Fudan
science, and industry throughout the University has a strong reputation in
country. the sciences and social sciences.

In eight semesters the physics About 6000 undergraduates and 500
major takes only 10 courses (plus graduate students are enrolled at the
physical education) other than physics university. The student body is totally
and mathematics. The physics major residential. There are no charges for
takes four courses in English and two tuition or fees; a small food charge,
courses each in history, philosophy, and about $10 per month, is required. Young
political economics. The English people are encouraged to marry late, and
courses are 4 hours per week, and the very few students are married. Married
others are 2 hours per week. Advanced students live off-campus at their own
required courses include theoretical expense. A bit less than 40 percent of
mechanics, statistical physics, electro- the students enrolled at Fudan Univer-
dynaraics, quantum physics, and solid sity are from the Shanghai area; the
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others come from all over China. About University, conveniently located in the
20 percent of the student population is central city.
female. The physics department faculty

The university has more than 2000 includes 10 professors, 40 associate
faculty members, including about 400 professors, and 200 lecturers and
professors and associate professors 'nd assistants. About 30 percent of the
1000 lecturers. The monthly salary faculty comes from other universities,
range is about $225 to $500 for profes- and the others are graduates of Fudan
sors, and somewhat less for associate University. Teaching loads are 3 hours
professors. The range for lecturers is per week for professors and associate
about $125 to $175 per month. There is professors, and all faculty members are
no faculty union. Individuals do not expected to do research. The department
have automobiles in China, but the began a PhD proqram in 1982. The MS 0
university can provide a car to an program ip also new and has so far
individual or qroup for approved re- graduated tio classes. A total of 80
quests. Older faculty members are given graduate students have been enrolled in
priority in such matters. A local the graduate programs to date. The MS
school bus also operates for the facul- program takes on about 30 students per
ty. Mostly, however, faculty members year. MS graduates become lecturers at
use the ubiquitous bicycle for getting a university or go into industry.
around. The physics faculty is experimen-

Faculty members are encouraged to tally oriented, and the ratio of gradu-
attend and participate in international ate students in experimental versus
conferences. The university also plans theoretical physics is 3 to 1. Depart-
to sponsor international conferences of mental research laboratories are in
limited scope--since a maximum of only surface physics; vacuum physics, includ-
300 participants can be accommodated inq electron optics and beam devices; Z
locally. nuclear physics, which includes a 4-MeV .

The undergraduate program takes 4 Van de Graaff accelerator and nuclear
years. Required courses are in social magnetic resonance facilities; semicon-
science, philosophy, and foreign lan- ductor physics; laser physics; theoret-
guages. Most students study English, ical physics; and low-temperature
and a few study Japanese or Russian. physics and superconductivity. The
Science and philosophy majors take department also has industrial ties
physics, but many arts majors do not. providing research opportunities for *

Graduate school studies began in 1981. faculty members and graduate students.
The MS and PhD are available only in In addition, the department has joint
certain disciplines. Common graduate programs with local industry, where
entrance examinations are given with undergraduate student theses or projects
Peking University and another institu- can be done. The department sponsored a
tion. About 130 graduate students from conference for Asian science teachers in
Japan and western countries are enrolled 1982 and plans an international confer-
at Fudan University. The planned ence for physics teachers in 1984, which
enrollment growth of the university is 12 Americans are expected to attend.
at the rate of 8 percent per year. Departmental visitors last year came
Programs in science, management, and from Bell Laboratories and many distin-

14 economics will expand. guished universities, including the
The university library has about 2 University of Tokyo, Brown University,

4" million volumes and about 200,000 bound the University of Chicago, the Univer-
editions of newspapers and magazines. sity of Illinois, MIT, and Princeton
Physics and most other departments have University.
their own library facilities and a small The physics department enrolls 200
annual library budget (about $6000). or more freshmen majors each year. All.-
The university library budget is about majors begin their program with a 2-year
$400,000 per year. Chinese books are general physics course and a special
inexpensive (about $1 to $2 per book); 2-year mathematics course. The physics
printing quality is poor. Texts used in is taught in one large class that breaks
the university are mostly by Chinese into recitation groups of about 40
authors. Foreign texts are used as students. The large lecture class
reference books--either in English or in format is not used for mathematics.
Chinese translated from the English. First-year physics includes mechanics,

Summer sessions at Fudan University electricity, and heat; the second year . -

are active but are mainly for students includes electricity, optics, and atomic
from other institutions or middle-school and nuclear physics. Introductory
teachers. Many summer students are from laboratory is required and not geared to .
the Shanghai Normal University, and some the lecture course. The laboratory
are from the recently founded Shanghai apparatus is mostly developed and built
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in China. Standard experiments, includ- ields to su)t', CO pl,.:.: prb( I
ing several old-fashioned engineet :_,r computers. The, pi nry t, ak! III

types were performed in rather a cook- processing involve jloorithms tr,',
book manner. Topics included the ter architecture. (An al1oo It hm I:-, ht
coefficien of thermal expansion, precise sequen,. o f ttps to ii!( r n 0
measurement of the earth's magnetic given device to achiiv,, a do i1t! ,:'p i

field with a Hertz coil, Coulomb's law, or solution from (live'n ilpt t dt;-
the pendulum, damped harmonic motion, puter architecture is the'
and sound. Demonstrations were done logical clementS in a cempuu1 f I 'I vi,)
primarily in the classroom with good Problems in siqna' procm.a: inj y.,
staff help and visual effects. Demon- volve soe( aspect of topics Such 's-
strations included Newton's rings, a munications, signal reconstruct ien, m-
large hologram, optical rotation, aae proce-ssing, distortion, noisy sig-
electrostatics and quantization of nals, network topology and contr , da-
charge, Coriolis force, and coupled tabase manipulation, and remote se.nsing.
oscillators. The siqnal-procei.ssing program at

The program is very intensive, with the Imperial CoIlege of Science Fund
two semesters per year and 22 weeks per Technology (University of London, 17K) is
semester. The physics courses have four part of the Electrical Enqineering
lectures and one or two recitation Department. The personnel in the
periods per week. Lab meets for three program include two faculty members, two
hours, once a week. postcW,toral research assistants, two

Third-year physics courses include research assistants, 10 graduate stu-
theoretical mechanics, electrodynamics, dents pursuing the doctorate, and four
statistical physics, and quantum mechan- additional students doing a master's
ics. Laboratory primarily deals with thesis or a senior undergraduate pro-
modern physics. An interesting require- ject. The faculty members are Dr. A.G.
ment is that each student must build a Constantinides, who heads the group, and
Franck-Hertz tube and determine its Dr. R.H. Clarke, whose background is in
operating characteristics. Other microwaves. Both Constantinides and
experiments are beta decay, determina- Clarke are readers, which roughly cor-
tion of the lifetime of positronium, and responds to a research professor in a US
laser experiments in three areas: university. Constantinides is well
polarization measurements and laser known for his work in digital-filter de-
effects on materials, the Zeeman effect sign techniques. He has authored books
using a 1000-G magnet and obtaining a and published many papers in the area.
(e/m)-determination, and holography. Current research projects involve

In the fourth year, special courses fast signal processing, numerical
are offered to students in selected transforms, and studies in speech,
groups. The courses include semiconduc- images, robotic vision, and networks.
tors, laser physics, and solid state The research given most emphasis today
physics, which is widely taken. The is on architecture, image processing,
final semester is for thesis work in the speech processing, and other applica-
research areas mentioned above. Most tions. The program in robotics has just
theses are experimental, but a few are started. Three graduate students are
theoretical, working on image processing and two on

speech processing. More would be done
in the latter area if more support and
equipment were available. Advanced work

3/27/84 is going on in the areas listed below.

e Fast signal-processing algorithms and
architectures. Activities include

__ developing "massaged" hardware alqo-
ENGINEERING rithms, designing simplified inter-

connection and control architecture,
SIGNAL-PROCESSING PROGRAM AT IMPERIAL and targeting for advanced technology
COLLEGE insertion.

e Number-theoretic transforms. Work
by P.!. Orovjlarr. r'r. Carov-i*7no, includes applications to high-speed
former Y at LN/, !ondcn, is Professor of signal processing, inclusion of word-

Kysicc at 16ston Col ee. length and sequence-length con-
straints, and the development of
efficient hardware designs.

Signal processing is a discipline * Signal-processing algorithm parti-
that has emerged in part from the tioning. Work here includes parti-
practical needs in science and other tioning by means of graph-theoretic
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techniques, modeling of "signal flow required faci lities, ar individual
graphs," and development of a real- projects have more and moro common
time "signal queue" architecture. ground. Spectral methods are useful

e Digital filter design. Investiga- wherever th, ne-ed is to abstract a
tions include the determination of signal buried in a noisy background.
finite word-length effects, optimal Both coding and signal reconstruction 0
design of constrained coefficient can use the composite source model. The
digital filters, and the design of common ground between projects promotes
three-dimensional spatiotemporal interactions among w-rkers and makes for
video filters. This is a significant an active research group.
area of research that receives fund- Of special importance is the work
ing and helps support the group's of the signal-processing group on
operations. The task here is to high-perfnrmance computing structures.
digitize a degraded version of a The main problem with very-large-scale
given signal that is used for effici- integration tasks is not so much the
ent storage and transmission. The speed of the devices as getting the
tightened information is to produce a information in and out of the system.
satisfactory representation of the Thus, the approach in this research
original signal. effort is to develop a high-throughput

0 Speech bandwidth compression. Work architecture, using concurrent and
here is to develop speaker-recogniz- parallel processors, so that a compara-
able medium bandwidth speech, and tively slow machine can provide a
efficient low bit-rate speech coding. high-information-rate output. The

* Image bandwidth compression. Work following features of the structures are
here is to extract image features, being considered: signal-queue drive,
develop overall composite source control flow spatially separated from
models, and perform human psychophys- the data flow, a high data/procedure
ical visual modeling under rate-dis- ratio, affordable control tokens,
tortion constraints. It is fundament- simplified interconnection, virtual
al to determine the rate-distortion system configuration, closely coupled
function of a signal, i.e., the rela- network architecture, self-organization
tionship between the available chan- and self-synchronization, and cybernetic
nel capacity versus the degree of capabilities. Benchmarks in the program
degradation. An analytical solution are in adaptive acoustic processing and
for the rate-distortion function is particle mechanics. In the latter case
known only for a gaussian source, the objective is to provide simulation
Constantinides has developed an algo- models with an inczease in grid size
rithm to obtain the solution for the from 100x100 to at least 1000-l000 to
rate-distortion function phenomeno- calculate particle motion more adequate-
logically (not analytically) in a ly. The current efforts are supported
signal-dependent manner. by the UK Ministry of Defence and the US

9 Image restoration. Effort here in- Naval Research Laboratory; the work
cludes nonstationary composite image deals with new architecture for a high- "
modeling and noise reduction by opti- throughput-rate sonar system.
mal two-dimensional segmented Kalman The signal-processing laboratory is
filtering. well equipped in cramped quarters.

* Image-feature extraction. The task Computing is currently done off-line,
is to obtain object detection by but the researchers expect to have
means of a two-dimensional spectral real-time computing capabilities soon.
estimation. High resolution extrac- Obtaininq suitable equipment has been
tors are being developed. Applica- less a problem than providing suitable
tions are made to coding, restora- space for its use. Equipment includes a
tion, and recognition. 68000 UNIX-based host system, a good
Robotic vision. Efforts here are to image-capture and -display system parti-
obtain optimal processing of stereo ally built in-house, and a developing
vision and depth-of-field extraction, real-time signal-processing subsystem.
and to develop a three-dimensional In terms of doctoral degrees
visual model. produced, external support, and breadth,

* Optimal network expansion. The ef- the Imperial College signal-processing
fort here is to obtain an optimal ex- program is productive and successful.
pansion of existing communications Seven doctoral theses have been complet-
networks. Applications of developed ed in the 1983-84 academic year that
algorithms are made to specific relate generally to the development of
problems. techniques and methods to deal with

signals and information. Thesis titles -ew
* Several of the active research are: "Techniques for Transmultiplexor

areas overlap with regard to method and Design"; "Analysis of Some Linear
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Networks With Time Varying Compn,.nts"; fOW .
-" "- Frequency Domain Coding of Speech"; Itnr<' A. . :..; , , t , F r

" "Composite Source Models for Multi- s te p t'wJ tl I' ' 1:,, i
Dimensional Signal Processing"; "Finite occur IIi I, ,ir. ' , t I: 1.,q 1 m
Wordlength Linear Transform Digital iTT I15-. In t • h,< Vi' ' tO

Filters"; "Adaptive Data Compross on crop wacI I rV. , IN'.t
With Memory"; and "Algorithms for dc cId t j " I t IT,- ', ' I s f,-( r
Network Expansion." The next thesis Scuth 1 1 , '! . I,'; 1 ! c T'l<ct oil.
expected will deal with number theoretic Th, now I .,t ,. ,d i1; H41 , ut
transforms. alIon( with phi. w . d se, (.<, ,i ,otto

In science and engineering, quali- blihl . irt .r.' cria .cir ;jar blight
fied UK graduate students are provided with ori c :c; In Lout h Alcer ica swep!t
with government support for 3 years, the through th, potato fie!ds ( f the, US in
"expected" time to complete the doctor- the early 1V4fls. By 1846 hi' -aster].
ate. The average time to complete the winds in the summer carrie d the bliqht
PhD at Imperial College exceeds 3 years, from Be.]gium to the. British is. What
and this creates considerable hardship caused the, groate.s:t problI(r f.r the UK,
and stress on students at the completion and especially for the Irish, was that
stage of their work. Extensions in 1846 was an exceptionalIy lonq, hot,
support are possible but difficult to humid summer that r,-sulted in perfect
obtain. The average time for the weather for prolonged impact , or en-
doctorate in signal processing at trenchy,-it, of the blight. The blight
Imperial College is about 4 years. was also destro.'ing potato crops on the
Because of the large student load and continent (France, Denmark, Germany, The
other responsibilities, Constantinides Netherlands, and Belgium) , but in 1846
took on no new students in the 1981-82 northern winds and cooler weather
academic year. This will produce a gap occurred much earlier there than in the
in the thesis production rate beginning UK just across the channel. Lamb says
next year. this was a unique summer for Western

Europe.
The blight lasted for 6 years--most

nations were able to adjust by planting

different crops. Ireland could not.
The population in the 1850s was so great

in Ireland that the land available for p
ENVIRONIMIENTAL support of large families was something

SCIENCES like 3 to 4 acres per family. Because
of the poor quality of the land and the
marginal climate for most high-yield

CLIMATE AND THE GREAT POTATO FAMINE OF agriculture, potatoes were the only crop
1846-50 that would yield sufficient food value

to support the population. But the
by ,%,-rt Jo'an. Ar. 'oZan i7 c c blight devastated the potato crops, and
.ason ."cn'Ctist for Cc0 17 ogty and there were no surpluses to fall back on.
Cceano rapa;y in Furop,: zd the Ad'Lie The effects--starvation and disease--
East fr the Offic: of .'avai keoearch'r were immediate and lasted for several

Londc Franckh , e. H:r is or 7 pave years. The population of Ireland
until 3epter er 79F4 fr ,-- th e L'niverct decreased 50 percent in 6 years and has
Cf Vir qina, Where ne . ir7ofesor Cf never reached the level of the mid-
,nvirnrcrta7 ,Cr'oes. 1800s. Even today, when traveling in

Ireland one can see the outlines of
potato fields on steep slopes that

Historical climatology of the Irish haven't been tilled since 1850. One of
Potato Famine of 1846-50 is the most the questions underpinning Lamb's
recent project of Prof. H.H. Lamb research is what is the probability of

. (Climatic Research Unit, East Anglia, such climatic conditions occurrino
UK) . During the famine the population again--and if they did, what would be

O of Ireland decreased by 50 percent. the consequences with the highly speci-
More than 1 million people died of alized grain crops we have in Europe
starvation and diseases associated with today?
malnutrition, and hundreds of thousands
immigrated to several nations. Most of
the people of Irish descent in the US

* 'today can trace their family roots back
'S., to those terrible conditions in Ireland

in the late 1840s and early 1850s. 3/7/84
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MATERIAL bending action, and ux iaf, tirct ioris at
SCIENCES the upper and lower faces. By stacklig

several of these e lIen nt s above uni

COMPOSITE MATERIALS RESEARCH IN EUROPE: another, one can model a lauiiinate in
WEST GERMANY'S DFVLR great detail. Afttr a failure c, iterion

and a failure progression rk],. h. 1,,,e
by Tsu-Wei Chou. Dr. CIkcr is Fro'cr included, crack opening displaeerorts
of kechan 'cz7 Engincc.rng at tkc Lo'rer- can be computed. The couplii; of fine
sitp of Delaware. grids with more coarsely mod.ltd regions

is achieved by special C(oupl ing ele-
ments. Computational capabilities also

This is the first article in a have been developed for the optimum
series on European research in composite design of cylindrical shells, for the
materials. Research by the German repeated buckling of cylindrical shells,
Aerospace Research Establishment (DFVLR) and for the buckling of orthotropic
is featured this month, sandwich panels.

July's ESN will examine work in In the study of damage mechanisms
France; in August research in The of graphite/epoxy laminate, researchers
Netherlands and Denmark will be high- are interested in inspection methods for
lighted. For detailed information about determining the state of damage in the
composites research in the UK, see ESN specimens before, during, and after
37-4 through 37-12. In addition, Office mechanical testing. The methods used

of Naval Research, London, Report R-5-84 include ultrasonic techniques, acoustic
provides an overview of European re- emission, x-ray radiography, microscopy,
search on polymers and composites. residual strength and stiffness deter-

DFVLR's Materials and Structures mination after fatigue, crack opening
Research Department, headed by Dr. C.J. displacement, and crack length. When-
Winter, comprises the Institute for ever possible, these investigations were
Structural Mechanics, the Institute for carried out in real time or with only
Aeroelasticity, the Institute for Space short interruptions in the loading
Simulation, the Institute for Materials history. Damage progressions in lami-
Research, and the Institute for Struc- nates during both quasistatic-loading
tural Research and Design. Research in and fatigue-loading conditions have been
composite materials is being conducted examined in great detail.
at the three institutes discussed here. Composite behavior under environ-

mental conditions has been investigated
Institute for Structural Mechanics for moisture, temperature, and radia-

The Institute for Structural tion. In the case of radiation, the
Mechanics is in Braunschweig; Dr. physical origins of the damage may
Bergmann is the institute's director, include radiation-induced matrix decom-
It has West Germany's highest concentra- position and reduction in the length of
tion of research in advanced composites; macromolecules due to expansion. The
the emphasis has been on carbon-fiber- resulting mechanical effects are the
reinforced plastics. Major efforts are degradation in mechanical response
in computational aspects of composite (e.g., reduction in strength and stiff-
structures, damage mechanisms of graph- ness) and aging elongation (e.g.,
ite/epoxy laminates, composites under increase in elongation). The institute
environmental conditions, and fatigue of evaluated test results of outdoor
composites. The institute is very well weathering of composites in terms of the
equipped with composite fabrication and accumulated amounts of UV-B radiation of l
testing facilities, epoxy reinforced by woven fabrics of

A concerted effort has been made in graphite fibers, glass fibers, and two
order to quantify the magnitude and kinds of aramid fibers. Scanning elec-
distribution of interlaminar stresses. tron microscopy showed initial cracks in
An extensive finite-element analysis has the smooth surface of the resin after
been performed using the ASKA program; only a few weeks, with rapid subsequent
higher-order three-dimensional finite growth and branching. It seems that
elements allowing for anisotropic small flakes of degraded resin graduallyr elastic properties were used. A very peel off from the fibers and are carried
fine element grid was required because away by wind and rain. Under further

of the steep stress gradients. Finite- exposure, the resin is completely
element software for layered composite removed from the surface and severely
shells has been developed at the insti- damaged between the fiber layers.
tute. The main component is a two- Single fiber breakage is visible, and
dimensional, triangular, hybrid finite considerable reduction in laminate
element accounting for membrane and strength could result.
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Institute for Matrials Rsearch comp: a ' o ovn
The Inst itute for Materials ke- saterial. The r,

search is in K6ln-Por2; Prof. W. Bunk is changu their sha., . d .

the director. The institute studies 1nneain at 100°('; 1!
metallic and nonmetallic structural when there are st ro g !,,caI t
materials and hi gh-temperature mater!- -radients. Tb tnc" t - ,.
als. The major thrusts of research are: s%,stem is also su, 'r o (, .

• i d ,-d s pe rs i o: ha r(!k.n,.k L! 11 1 h- C .1 h•. ,

I.Thte correlatinn of microstruc- 1llo's, whi Ch teond mt'i I'
tures and mechanical properties of cracks due to ter:.,ratu . n
titanium alloys and high-strength Another aspect of rs,a'-mit
aluminum and aluminum-lithium alloys. posite research as the St- • -

2. Fracture mechanics studies for tiber-reinforced titaniuii ,.
establishing failure criteria for thin- object ives of the w rk , -
walled metallic structures, for evaluat- investigate th( inter ac1 - ' l, ".:
ing methods and limits of application of using advanced microbr i., r
iinear-elastic fracture mechanics to analytical methods, and (2) to o,

metals and composites, and for develop- the interface structue, Ilin,h c ,
ina alternative methods of determining in processna condi' re)n.. 7h,
K~c values of metals based on cylindri- tion of SiC/t it Inium co"I' 1 If-
cal1' and prismatically shaped specimens (Ti-6A-4V, pure t iun,, 'i-A 't:;(!
with chevron notches. Ti-Mo al lovs) on -,ratoi - l .

3. Fatigue under service loading been carried out I-v i flus, ".
conditions, and high-temperature fatigue and by power metallur(Tcs 1,, hod
behavior of titanium alloys, hot isostatic pressirs A react i( z, r,-

4. StreFs corrosion cracking of a few microns thick t I he I i I
metals with emphasis on accelerated test matrix interface has hon .'
methods and the repassivation of alumi- all process conditions. The r cmnesIt I r

* num-allov surfaces freshly generated in ar.d thickness o: this layer ar e,
aqueous electrolytes. trolled by th(, processn ir,:araret.*ra

5. High-temperature ceramic engi- by the alloying element of the m
neering materials, focusing on the de- The variation in the concentrt-n i.o):
velopment of Si 3 N4 using reaction-bond- the elements in the intorfac .11,,a
ing, hot-pressing, pressureless sinter- indicates a very complex structuro l
ing and hot-isostatic pressing; on the this zone, consistina of a muitiiatir
effects of microstructure on thermal arrangement of various reaction products
shock and oxidation resistance; and on (silicides, TiC). The Young's modulus
the development of methods for charac- of Ti-6Ak-4V alloy has been increased lv
terizing fracture behavior. 50 percent by the addition of 14 percent

of SiC fiber.
Research in composite materials has In polymer-based composites, the

been performed on both metal- and poly- focus has been on continuous graphite
mer-matrix composites. In metal-matrix and Kevlar fibers as well as aligned
composites, the stud" of tungsten-fiber- short fiber systems. One area of active

' reinforced nickel-based superalloys has research is the identification, charac-
focused on strength losses at high-tem- terization, and analysis of damage
perature--losses due to the diffusion of events and mechanisms associated with
nickel from the matrix into the tungsten low-amplitude fatigue loading of graph-
fibers along the grain boundaries; the ite-epoxy laminates for large numbers of
effect has not yet been suppressed by cycles. The purpose is to correlate the,
diffusion barriers, degradation in stiffness, strength, and

It has been demonstrated that life of the laminates with the observe!d
tungsten fibers reinforced with ZrO 2 can damage events and mechanisms. Another
delay the nickel-induceC rain growth of area of graphite-composite research is
the recrystallizing tungsten fibers, intended to understand the statistical
However, the diffusion of nickel along strength characteristics of laminates.
the grain boundaries, and thus the Graphite-epoxy cross-ply laminates show

*O. strength loss, cannot be avoided, multiple cracking in the 9 n-dugree ply
Research also has been performed on before final rupture occurs. Witl +he

directionally solidified entectics. The aid of a piezoelectrica loaI I(,I
. system--a Ni 3AZ(W') precipitation- crack formation has been measured a. i

hardened nickel matrix (y) reinforced function of the, applied loa i r,
with molybdenum fiber (a)--is a poten- (02/902),, (02/903). and (n, /91)n
tial material for aircraft turbine rotor laminates. With these expe rimental
blades. Creep investigations on this results and a shear lag analysi s t o

. y/y'-a system have demonstrated a account for the nonhomron, at' Ft
stress-rupture strength equal to that of distribution in cracked 00-dgre., l ,
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it was possible to estimate the Weibull Aluha Jet Hi rzortt" t I I i
strength distribution of the respective Under a cooper,'t ir vPrV,',et bv.tnt
90-degree ply. It was found that the DFVLR and the Pornier I((rI in', mtrv,-
shape factor increases with decreases in turino concepts weit, d,veloped t,,: t he
the thickness of the 90-degree plies. leading and taili n ed,".: ot a tai I
This is attributed to a suppression of unit made of graphite-Lbr-reinfo~c.c
defect growth close to the 90-degree plastic. [yue to th, ir huih spt -c 1 u
interface. Because of the changing strength and qt iffnf , graphit cmnp<-
shape parameter at decreasing ply thick- ites are perftctly suit ed for us(, i!,
nesses, the research concludes that a lightweight arcraft structurts. T!,
description of the thickness effect by a goal is t( dt.velop an ecrnoic'hl miraiu-
Weibull shape parameter is not feasible. facturing proctss in which all structur-

Another area of research is align- al elements (ribs, skins, fittings) w,,e
ed, short-graphite-fiber-reinforced lam- cured in only one fabrication step in
inates. Composites with 3-mm graphite the autoclave. The stabilizer built b' '
fibers as well as neat polyimid and the Dornior Company was 14-percrnt
polvethersulphone matrix systems are lighter than the metal unit, and the
investigated for their static and fa- number of structural elements could be
tigue properties. Special attention is drastically reduced (215 to 80). 'Phe
given to examining the damage devel- institute is now developing wings of
opment due to the initiation and growth graphite-fiber-reinforced plastics for
of internal cracks. X-ray radiographs the Alpha Jet and is performina gualifi-
and scanning electron micrographs are cation tests of subcomponents.
extensively studied to evaluate the Composites for Commercial Aircraft.
damage mechanisms. In a government-sponsored program,

Finally, the institute is cooperat- Messerschmitt-B6lkow Blohm (MBB/UH) is
ing with Delft University of Technology developing a graphite-fiber-reinforced
in The Netherlands on research and de- plastic spar box for the A300/310 .
velopment of a new hybrid material. The vertical fin. Before the modular
material is obtained by adhesive bonding construction method proposed by MBB can
of a number of thin aluminum sheets of be used, some basic work has to be done:
aramid weaves, producing an aramid-rein- investigations of preconsolidatipg
forced aluminum laminate (ARALL). ARALL prepreg lay-ups outside the autoclave;
shows very favorable fatigue-crack measurements of the properties of
growth properties and has a high tensile graphite-reinforced-plastics laminates;
yield strength. When compared with mono- manufactured from prepreg, which were
lithic high-strength aluminum alloys, subjected to repeated temperature
ARALL offers weight savings up to 30 changes; and determination of thermal
percent, combined with improved damage expansion of graphite-reinforced-plastic
tolerance. The improvement of the fa- materials in order to calculate or to
tigue-crack growth rate is due to the avoid internal stresses of the vertical
restraint on the crack opening by un- fin generated by heat.
cracked fibers in the wake of the crack. Crash Worthiness of Aircraft S
This effect becomes more active when Fuselages. Because of the increased use
favorable residual stresses are intro- of composites in fixed-wing aircraft and
duced by prestraining the whole laminate helicopters and because of the need t-
in the plastic region of the aluminum fulfill crashworthiness requirements,
alloys. Analytical work is also in one must know the crash behavior of
progress for calculating the stress these materials. In a 16-m drop test
intensity factor by taking into account facility at the institute, composite
delamination and residual stresses, structural elements are impact-tested "to |

The institute is also highly obtain a basic understanding of the
interested in research on ceramic matrix energy-absorbing processes and dissipat-
composites. ing properties.

Composite Structures for Gliders.
institute for Structural Research and The economical use of graphite-rein-
Design forced plastics in gliders requires an

The institute is in Stuttgart; increase of the currently certificated
Prof. Gruninger is the director. The stress level (200 N/mm 2 to 400 N/mm 2 ) 3
research on composite materials is and an increase of the service life from
devoted to applications in aircraft and 3000 hours to 6000 hours. To verify
automobiles. The following discussion these values, researchers investigated
is based on a recent summary of activi- the inner wing of the high-performance
ties prepared by the institute, glider NIM-BUS 2 in about 12K106 load

In the area of aircraft applica- cycles. After the dynamic investiga-
9 tions the major work includes the tion, in the final static wing test a

following projects. safety factor of 1.9 was achieved (1.5
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was required). This justifies the in the design and fabrication (,t ceramic
confidence placed in qraphite-rein- components for gas turbines. To min-
forced plastics. mize the detrimental characteristics (;f

In the area of composites for ceramics--such as small critical c'rack
automotive applications, the first length, high crack propagation rate,
primary structure developed was a brittleness, and low tensile strength--
two-piece drive shaft. The metal tube researchers at the institute de(signed
sections were replaced by composite the turbine wheel so that the ceramic
components to reduce weight without blade and hub components are under
increasing costs. Composite bumpers and compression. Results of tests on the
wheel drive shafts have also been wheel confirmed the idea of using
developed and tested up to the point of innovative designs for the effective use
drive testing. These activities stimu- of brittle ceramics.
lated detailed studies of composite
applications in the engine itself, where
car economy can be substantially im-
proved by weight reductions in the $/'
oscillating and rotating masses.

In 1981 the institute, working in
cooperation with the auto industry and
supported by the Ministry of Research, OCEAN SCIENCES
started the joint development of graph-

ite-reinforced-plastic gudgeon pins,
connecting rods, and crankshafts. De-
sign concepts of these and other engine DENMARK'S NORTH SEA CENTRE FOP FISHERIES
components show that weight reductions RESEARCH
of 50 to 70 percent are attainable.
Different types of composite gudgeon by Chester P4c3inrey. Dr. MP'iney i3
pins are developed and have already been 'he [iais'- i s'tis for "'ndcrwatc2,
tested in a one-cylinder diesel engine. Acoustics 'n Furope and the Vidd~e Fact
The composite gudgeon pins are 60-per- 1cr th I-eTficr ofl .'al aescarch 's
cent lighter than the conventional metal london Branch Officc. Ce is on 'eaVe
pin. The composite pins consist of a untiJ .eptember ZCP4 from The "nYersity
graphite-reinforced-plastic core en- c: Texas at Austin, where hc *P Senior
closed by a thin metal bearing bush. Pesearch Scientist at Appied Research

The development of the graphite- Laboratories.
reinforced-plastic connecting rod re-
sulted in a 45-percent mass reduction
over the normal steel rod. The forces Denmark is the home of a most
produced by the mass are carried by the unusual and remarkable new research and
graphite-reinforced-plastic loop, while educational complex. Located at Hirt-
the graphite-reinforced-plastic core shals on the north coast of Jutland,
carries the compression forces. Because some 260-km northwest of Copenhagen, the
a division of the graphite-reinforced- nonprofit North Sea Centre (NSC) or
plastic rod for the crankshaft bearing Nordsoecentret is made up of nine
bushing would increase the weight, a independent organizations which have the
one-piece rod was designed. This means common purpose of being involved in the
that either the crankshaft must be fisheries business. These groups
manufactured in pieces, or the rod must include four research and development
be manufactured in place around the institutes, two educational units, .
crankshaft. The graphite-reinforced- offices and show rooms for 30 industrial
plastic connecting rods have already firms, a conference center, and a unique
been tested outside the engine and soon museum-aquarium (see also ESN 37-2:85
will be tested in the engine. The mass [1983]).
of the graphite-fiber-reinforced-plastic To properly appreciate the NSC one
crankshaft (designed for the composite needs to know something of its back-
drive elements with an aluminum piston) ground. Hirtshals, a thriving small
is only 45 percent of that of the steel town with a population of 8000, is the
crankshaft (designed for metal ele- home base for about 500 fishing vessels,
ments). The design concept is ready for ranging in displacement from 5 to 1500
evaluation. Several fabrication methods gross tons. Businesses include auction
have been successfully tested, sheds, processing plants for fish to be

The institute is interested in used for industrial purposes and for
developing fiber-reinforced ceramic human consumption, and associated
matrix composites, and it has experience fishing equipment factories and stores. S
in the use of ceramic materials. A fine Hirtshals is the largest Danish port for
example of this expertise can be found consumer fish. These fish are served
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all or Europe within 24 hours aIter T'h.;t. :. :A a "
being sold at auction. Development o vari,.tv : ia,". A. ,
the harbor started i n 1917; it was pr:ltrti in , i t. 0 V .,
complted in 193. and has been expanded uijn st1i: d 1- in-
several times. In 1977 Local busin.ss .oundrs a <- t,. .. ,
and government peoplF- beqan to develop and I oi . l.
the concept of an integrated ,- ,s-arch dirqct Ed tiw 0 51 91. . a , .: 0

and educational center to strve virtual- data . 1-,r r' no ,.r, ,. lii it

ly all aspects of the fisherios business than Jh pilen or pec ,
from the eggs to the final processing of ecuipment. I . t 1, tr,
the fish catch. The NSC was chartered reseato t K .0 ' .t t , I-
in 1979 by a combine of fisher men lat-e th,. FCd. r Iita Will fEE i l, o 1(t : is!)
associations, local businessmen, td tche s . I li t Ih . 1- 1:.*:n
local government. Mr. Stet Sverdrup irst-i t an -, 

0
-(' d-x(, r - - t

Jensen, an -Fcnomics pro ossor fr-n.,. tics; tt t m: Ik iovc o ate
nearby Aalburo Univfrsity, took l-ave to ,ven wit. iai rly !low rf ] , r,
develop the plan and prepare a proposal provided the fish - .. is M.
for partial funding from the Fiiropa.n cf the ime the;- w nk with ''I* t 1 1 n d
Economic Comaiu. i tv 's (EEC) Peg iona! at two ft 0050n, {, 1t1 (-
Deve Iopme nt Fund. The proposa I w.,s collect datl at fuui .u I L
successful, and the EEC paid for about 8 , , and it hor . -i)
40 percent of the buildings' cost of 146 Data -on be ;oSect,

milion Danish kroner (ecuivalent to. S1 hull-mounted trfn.irduccr r -, t .
million, where DKr 1.11 is abut $5. 11) with down-looking ta,. ,
Construction started on the 15,000 m2  The institu also i. Is' I
structures (or. a 11,0CCC T 

* 
2 ite) in determin iso hn , of tot fn .: ctf I 0<

March 1981 aid is essentially complete: generated 11,% the fisliy.g vt 1 1. v
at this t ime. Official dedication by th( trawl
tht. Queen of Denrark is scheduled for Commissioncc in 1 (4 s
June 19a4. The time 'rein concerto home-port d at Hirt sE~s; ,l sh i
operation wis extremel., short, dimensions are: 7 . cent.

The NSC is t lit landlord and hcuse- bean., and 5.9-m dra t Th. d i : men
keeper fot the, tenant institutes to be is 25)n qross tons. Irdlivi(: 1] CI, , : ,

described next each with p rivate bath and tc;o2t , I e
provided !or the crew',, ,I,' f ! 1

Danish nst itute for Fisheries and scientists. The cru Ii ri "' is
Marine iesearch (DFHl) 14,000 nmi at 12 kn. ThI ph, ,

DFH is ciovernment institute undoer at sa about .:: d,.s oaK'. ,',. t
the Danish Ministry of Fisheries, with most of t IA, cruises 1, tO ( 'ESd
headquarters in Charlottenlund Castle, a primari ly to fish-populatio. a f nssont.
northern suburb if Copenhagen. The The siiip is well d6. i one: I s
director is Dr. Joergen Moeller Christ- purpos- with its trawls, -ran ,
ensen. My host at the castle was Dr. mont, wct and dr, lahs, ch,,ni. tr, la,
Hans Lassen. The total institute staff and computer complex (a 111-11-24). TEE
is 130 (exclusive of the, crew of thec electronics eauiu , "nt :s Is
research vesstl .:< , wit : only about Simrad.
2t at (iirtshals. The staff includes 2'
scientists. The 1933 budqet was D?r 0 nanish institte of Fish.i i-s Ieuhn, 1Sea
mil 1lion (exclusive of operatinq expf-fnses Thi in.stitnt, is one o: 29 inde-
for , ) . In addition to the ass.s -  pendent vonprcfit rcsearch and d e lop-
ment work and fish-stock measurements, ment inst itut es af ft idta d witil tK
the institute has extensive work in the Danish Academy ot e% Tecin Ic, Saien',,
biology of fisheries, the recruitment (f (ATV) . Each in' it-Ste has it. -wn boarcd
fish stock (i.e. , the processs oing and operates with fut:ds from a 'Of if ty
from eggs to sma I1 fish) , and he of soures in goverrmt-nt nd indlsa r.
development of theoretical models for The Institute of Fisheries 'l'ech'elo"
the whole fisheries cycle. DFH primari- was established in 982, and the direc-
ly is concerned with fish and their tor since then has been Svernrun,-,ensfn.
environment. The work includes the This institute deals with th, technology
monitoring of fish catches for size and of catching fish. A primary erl:hasis is
species; to aid in this the institute placed on developing impr,"yc d traw.
operates eight small laboratories at (and other types of nets) and on learn-
major Danish ports. ir how best to employ thu efl ipment.

For research, they use the larqe, Documentation is another facet of the
modern, research ship Faka for ocean program, and this includes the compila-
cruises to assess fish populations in tion and analysis of data (frm some 2(1
waters near or important to Denmark. databases), preparation of (olonmic and

i.:,...< . : :.. :. < -. :) . . -..:, , .: . : . -.. ;:- -, .-- -/ --, ./.:-,, . . . . ":- ,. .. ; -. . . .
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market surveys, and publication of data The prgrad i: C( 11,,s r:.,C ). 1. ,
and other information. A good library development, and a, ar t,:'ti
is beinq developed. A third facet current r s.,rh .re ],,at 'cr: Lh
involves the teaching of a variety of devel opment or I rw-ohosphat ( ,kit r
short courses relating to th, operation reriontd) . t S,
of fishina equipment. meal , , i .

The major facility of this insti- high-rh1',
% tute is the circulating water flume polluit I I I s

tank, the laraest in the. Western world, 1 ab !o_ torv ' tr ai h ' ,
This tank, which became, operational in Tch o iy, I U), , , , t
1982, has a total length of 30 m and a staff w it iwior

measurement section 21 8 2.7 m. It is
used mostly for testing scale models of Division Lot Vi-i:: Au-ur -
trawls and for demonstration and in- This li, it :-tudis tli e reru
struction. A cornmonlv used scale factor of : ish and tf., n :,,!inc anda r-,iiinq -

[--[ is 8 to 1. Since many of the trawls are fish. rt ho two i,! atwat-r anks
the bottom- fol lowing type, the floor each 25 I o' hv 5-11,
must move at - he sane speed as the
water. Maximum s)e(.d i s .2 m /; which Ed I onal bnpr [Pi ,'
(scaled) is mor0 to Ian adeuuate for IT idit -en td i ,,- Iuco
testing and demonstrating most trawls. role.s o f tle in-stitt.'s joUit -i:
(A typical bottom-trawl i no speed is 3 there Citr two 1:f !.- sch1 .
kn.) The fIlme, a very impressive Aalburg 'r iver - .t, .t
winow.03 i irthl forshto baclutt our r:acility, is well iristrurented with good d(egree in Fis!, 0'ies T1ch . -
dat a recording eu ipment. A ,'ewinq lv about 3 -ears arc r( .:ti r(d t"J window 20-3 m is ii ita 1 1e for phocto- baccalaureate toconp.t hs u.; ,

graphy, vdleo tapii, and direct etaer- which is statd to he *i t, [ 1 '
rat ion by a c ass of students. The Civil Enqineering Degre ,  A'el . -i : '1
flume manacer is Mr. David Wileman, who Univers:tv, located fkinm s our
also was in charqe of the design. Prior Hirtshals, is only IC rears old. JI
to joining the institute he worked for offers the RS degree In , va i i ,f
10 years with the UK White Fish Author- subjects. The North S( a CclIut l s
ity lab at Aberdeen arid with the fluIIe called a high school, and I t ii lets a
at Hull. The operating staff of seven wide variety of courses un fisheres,
includes a fishing-gear technologist and the natural environment, naturl re-
a model maker. Already about 70 differ- sources, and ecology. The lrenqts of
ent model trawls have been built and -re these ccurses range from a fe w -zys.
kept in stock. I understand that the upw aard. Any Danish citizen car at-tend
current lease rate for the flume is these courses, tuition fret .
about $300 per hour, but this depends on
a number of factors. A great deal of Conference Center
information can be obtained quickly and The NSC has all of the usual
at modest cost. Already the flume has facilities for a conference center,
provcn its value in developina trawls, including an auditorium, lecture halls,
learning the most economical speed for meeting rooms, exhibit ien space, and
effective trawling, and providing dining facilities. On-site housinq for
demonstrations and instruction. The 50 people is availabl e, but there are
institute also can do full-scale testing several resort hotels in the area also.
at sea.

Another major facility, scheduled Division of Industry,
for operational use in 19P4, is a This unit wil' be e xpecte( to lease
testing lab to evaluate materials and space at the NSC to industrial companies
fishing equipment under full load and involved in the fisheries busin, ss for
under a range of climatic conditions sales offices and equipment demonstra-
from arctic to tropical. tions. Equipment manufacturing is

It should be noted that the flume excluded, but future research Ind
is not well suited for acoustic measure- development activity is encouraged. The
ments nor for the introduction of live division is scheduled for opening by
fish into the test section. summer 1984, and space has been leased

to 30 companies, mostly from Denmark and
Technological Laboratory of the Danish other Scandinavian countries.
Ministr%" of Fisheries

This government laboratory is North Sea Museum
involved with the storage, processing, This privately owned nonprofit unit
and use of both industrial and consumer is a unique combination of aquarium and
fish. It is capable of full-scale test- museum. The museum part emphasizes cur-
ing of catch handling and processing, rent fisheries practices, not historical
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ones. The static and dynamic displavs geology and qfophv' i : t Is .,
are outstanding and include all aspects National Oceanographic list itt e (TNOT)
of fishing, such as three-dimensional in 11ai fa, the University To Avi
scale maps, models of trawls and ships, and the Department of M,-rin'-i Geology aild
a full-size ship bridge, navigation Ceomathematics of tht, C. ologica l urvey
eQuipment, radar, communicat ion, and of Israel in Jerusalem. This ar* i,'I(-
fish processing models. Extensive use summarizes invstigations uider way ot
is made of video tape machines. Attend- INOI and at the University of TfI Aviv.
ants are pleased to show tapes o4 The INOI in Haifa is th, largest
special interest to visitors, and the and most comprehensive, marine science
tape library is good and growing. The program in israel. Among their inves-
aquarium part is quite good and includes tigators are Dr. Zen Ben-Avraham, a
a large outdoor seal pond with glass geophysicist well known in North Amer-
viewing windows below the water. One ica, and Prof. Victor Goldsmith, a
could spend a long time in this mus-um coastal geologist who for several years
before exhausting all it has to offer, carried out research along the Atlantic
The legends and voice recordings are in Coast of the US from a base at
Danish, but this is not a serious the Virginia Institute of Marine
drawback for foreign visitors. And Sciences.
there were a large number of visitors in Z. Ben-Avraham, who holds a joint
the museum during my visit on a cold appointment with INOI and the University
March day. of Tel Aviv, is well known in the US for

his research on plate tectonics. He has
Marine Animal Bionics Centre published several review papers in

At present none of the NSC insti- recent years in journals such as [7cence
tutes are doing research work with and Scientific American. The region of
marine mammals, but they hope to change the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle
this situation. Plans have been devel- East is an area of rifting and continen-
oped for a facility which would include tal collisions, so it has served as an
four tanks, ranging in size from a 14-m- excellent base for his studies.
diameter cylindrical tank to a 42x24-m Ben-Avraham has been working in the
ellipsoid tank. The researchers plan to Levant Rift Zone, which is a well-ex-
work with porpoises, dolphins, seals, posed and assessable fault zone extend-
and small whales. The construction cost ing from the Red Sea to the continental
is estimated to be about DKr 14 million, collision section of eastern Turkey.
with an operating budget of DKr 4 Since parts of this structural trend are
million. I understand that funding has covered with water, Ben-Avraham has been
not yet been obtained, able to use simpler marine geophysical

. The NSC is a remarkable organiza- techniques in his investigations. These
-.,- tion and is unique in its coverage and studies are the first of their kind in
. integration of the many facets of the the Lake Kinneret, Dead Sea, and the

fisheries business. The combination of Gulf of Elat. The Gulf of Elat (Aqa-
research, development, testing, demon- ba), until recently one of the least-
stration, sales, education, and enter- known segments of the world rift system,
tainment within a single small complex is of particular interest because it is
is an interesting concept and, although one of the few places (the Gulf of
it is just getting into full operation, California is another) where a mid-ocean
it appears to be working well. ridge system changes into a transform

system and runs into a continent. The
Dead Sea rift is a plate boundary of the

3/22/84 transform type; it has a slight compo-
nent of opening. As a result, part of
its length is marked by prominent

MARINE GEOLOGY IN ISRAEL morpho-tectonic depressions. The Gulf
of Elat is the most spectacular of

b y Robert Dolan. Dr. Dolan is the these. Thus, Ben-Avraham believes the
liaison Scientist for Geology and gulf represents an early stage in the
Oceanography in Europe and the Middle formation of a new plate boundary.

- East for the Office of Naval Rerearch's A recent geophysical survey includ-
London Branch Office. He is on leave ed continuous seismic reflection profil-
until September 1984 from the University ing, echo sounding, and magnetic field
of Virginia, where he is Professor of measurements. A new bathymetric map has
Environmental Sciences. been produced which shows many details

of the morphology of the gulf (available
from J.K. Hall of the Geological Survey

Three institutions are responsible of Israel). Most of the Gulf of Elat is
for most of Israel's research in marine occupied by three elongated basins which
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strike N20°-25"E. A series of undula- of ophiolites. Ophiolites, recognized
* . tions in the floors of the basins in most orogenic belts in the world, 3re

produced five distinct deeps. fragments of oceanic crust and upp[.r
The seismic profiles indicate that mantle which have been thrust into the

the structure of the gulf is controlled continental margins at consuminq plate
by faulting which has produced rhomb- boundaries. The mechanism of emplice-

* . shaped grabens. A thick sedimentary ment is unclear; several (-concopts have
... fill has accumulated; the oldest sedi- been proposed to explain ophiolites as

ments lie at least 7-km beneath the part of normal consumption of oceanic
present level of the adjacent lands, crust.
Thus, Ben-Avraham describes the Gulf of Ben-Avraham proposes a model of
Elat as a "spectacular cleft in the emplacement which is based on collisions
earth's crust resulting from the still of small bodies with the continental
active rifting of Sinai from the Arabian margins. These bodies can be microcon-
peninsula." One of the most interesting tinents or oceanic plateaus of various
results of these investigations is that orgins. He suqgests that "this mechan-
various parts of the gulf experience ism occurs everywhere" and that it is
different types of tectonic activity, responsible for emplacement in zones of
Its relatively deep water enables the continental collision and in zones on
researchers to study in detail the underthrusting. Associated with this is
processes of continental rifting using the elevation pattern of volcanoes--a
marine geophysical techniques, which are pattern that shows a very simple two-
much less difficult to use than conti- part division. Volcanoes built on a
nental techniques. continental crust are distinct from

Ben-Avraham's research includes those built on an oceanic crust. For
investigation of the structure and continental volcanoes the elevation
tectonics of the eastern Mediterranean, above sea level is variable, and the
a region long recognized as tectonically height of the volcano edifice is uni-
complex. In fact, geophysicists and form; the converse is true of oceanic
geologists cannot even agree about volcanoes. Therefore, relief patterns
whether the crust under the eastern along an arc may provide a way ofMediterranean is oceanic or continental, investigating the nature of the crust in

At least six plates--the Turkish, subduction shear zones. The method can
Aegean, Ionian, African, Arabian, and be calibrated as more detailed data on
Sinai--are recognized as interacting in the nature of crusts become available.
this region. Ben-Avraham's research is Slip rate along faults and other

L__ directed toward two problems--the nature tectonic attributes--such as seismicity,
of the contintental margins and the depth of trench, age of oceanic crust,
structures of the basins. They have and dip of Benioff zone--do not seem to
found, for example, that the basin control the volcanic processes. Even
between Israel and Cyprus is pure when the volcanoes are far inland from
oceanic crust only 7-km thick overlain subduction zones, as in Central America
by more than 12 km of sediment. Cyprus and Canada, their relief is consistent
is underlain by continental crust, with that in comparable areas. This

These studies of the eastern suggests, according to Ben-Avraham, that
Mediterranean have served as the basis the mechanism controlling volcanic
for new ideas about collision processes. relief is a simple one. He says, "The
Ben-Avraham, in collaboration with difference between oceanic and continen-
colleagues at Stanford University, has tal volcanoes may be explained if
extended the results of his eastern melting, or ascent instability of melt,
Mediterranean investigations to other is basically controlled by buoyance. In
regions of collision processes. In most the continent where the depth of melting
converging plate boundaries the crusts is within the elastic part of the
are either continental or oceanic. The lithosphere, this pressure is a function
crusts are mixed only in a few places. of the local overburden and produces a
The Middle East is a region in which the fairly constant height over the existing
crust in nonuniform. A mixture of topography. In the oceans, melting
continental and oceanic crust occurs, occurs well below the elastic part of
with subduction and collision taking the lithosphere, where pressure is
place next to one another. To clarify controlled by depth below sea level.
the structure in this region, Ben- This leads to uniform volcano elevation
Avraham organized a research program to with edifices which simply reflect the
perform deep sounding of the crust using local depth of the ocean floor."
seismic refraction. His study of the Ben-Avraham's current research has
collision processes of oceanic plateaus moved onto the continental shelf off the
and continental margins includes inves- coast of Israel. Using side-scan sonar, P
tigating the mechanisms of emplacement he and his associates are mapping
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Figure I. Longshore sediment transport model of the southeirnern Medit .irinean
coast.

structural trends in considerable November (both ot' these s-,iu: s are
detail. Although this new project was periods with northwest wves);
started only recently, preliminary intermediate-wave months of Jun,, ch cah
results show that the patterns of September. April and the seccro half .
sedimentary deposits (packages) across November are transitio;ill. Sup;rinl.osed
and along the shelf are fault control- on these are short- and lrrq-,trm
led. weather and climati- variations.

The main thrust of Victor Gold- Based on the wa,.-c I imtt data,
smith's studies is to establish a sand Goldsmith and (;olik (W'-C) have d ev-
budget for the Israeli coast. This oped a longshort- trsnsport model of the
called for a wave climatology of the Nile Delta-lsrae.li Crast a, part of
relationship between wave actions, their sed i nient ,udql.t st ud i es. They
currents, and Mediterranean storms, divide the provinc, irto f,'ui zones, as

The results of his 3-year study are shown in Fiqurfe 1.
now being reported in various journals The fir5;t 2,sne ext.ntds from the.
(see references); he has also produced a Nile Delta fast to Ga.za. Here, all
Way. , .sediment train:;',rrt is - t hr' tast du, to

The wave climate of the Israeli the east-west oritntation f the Medi-
coast has been based on visual wave terranear (which here is parallel to the
observations and gauge measurements, shore) , and to the westorn wave scurco.
including wave height, period, and The crentral s-one is from Gaza to
direction from six different sources Haifa Ba',. Becau,-so of the chanqe in
during 1948-80. Relationships between shoreline orientation, th-s sene is

the various data sets show that the characterized bv corv, rqing longsh(,re
visually observed data reflect the same transport n(odal point:; that shift along
seasonal, climatic, and longshore trends the coast in respunst, to chanues in wave
as the measured wave data. direction. Thin; zone may he further

The overall results, in brief, are subdivided; south of Tel-Aviv net
that the Israeli coast has three wave transport is to th , north, whereas
seasons: the high-wave winter season between Tel-Aviv and Hai fa net transport
for December through March; the low-wave is either approximatt.ly zero, or even
months of May and October through early slightly to the south.
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Haifa Bay is the northern limit of results of Goldsmith's work on inshore
the transport of Nile sediment; the bay bars has been published in several
acts as a sediment sink because of lower journals over the past ') vears. Gold-
wave action and because topographically smith himself is not carrying this
the bay is a structural graben or basin. research further, but one of his PhD

Nile River sediment is transported candidates is using spruential photo-
within this province by currents which qraphs and box cores to concentrate on
move in a counterclockwise direction, bar changes over relatively :hurt
Goldsmith's analysis of LANDSAT satel- periods of time.
lite images suggests velocities of about
18 cm/s, with clear evidence that Nile References
Delta sediment is still being transport- Ben-Avraham, Z., "The Movement of Conti-
ed along the shelf and coast toward the nents," ,Imer'': o .'', 69
north despite the cutoff of sediment (1981), 291-299.
supply by the Assuan Dam in 1964. The Ben-Avraham, Z., A. Ginzburq, and Z.
Nile Delta continues to erode at a rapid Yuval, "Seismic Reflection anr
rate, but the eroded sediment appears to Refraction Investigations of lake
move uninterrupted toward the north. Kinneret--Central Jordan Val lIy,

Among the most interesting aspects Israel," Tectonc,[;: ,sics, 80, 1-4
of the coastal studies under way in (1981), 165-181.

. Israel is the excavation and reconstruc- Goldsmith, V., and A. Golik, "Sediment
tion of historical harbors and cities Transport Model of the Southeastern
that are now either isolated from the Mediterranean Coast," 'var-' ? 7 y
coast or submerged. For example, it has 37 (1980), 147-175.
been proposed by some investigators that Goldsmith, V., and S. Sofer, "Wave Cli-
. . . the entire coastal zone, at least matology of the Southeastern Mediter-

from Ashqelon to Caesarea, was down- ranean: An Integrated Approach,"
warped and submerged under the Mediter- Israei Jour,',c7 of Fart 1-,,cico',a;:, in
ranean waters. . . . Later the area press.
east of the fault (the present coast- Neev, D., N. Bakler, and S. Moshkovitz,
line) was uplifted to its present "Recent Faulting Along the Mediter-
position. This tectonic event probably ranean Coast of Israel," Nature, 245
occurred later than 700 yr B.P. [before (1973) , 254-256.
the present]." Although tectonics may Raban, A.,"The Siting and Development of
explain some of the geomorphic varia- Mediterranean Harbors in Antiquity,"
tions along the coast of Israel, these in Oceanograpli?: Te Ta,*, ed. M.
ideas have not been universally accept- Sears and D. Merriman (New York:
ed. However, Ben-Avraham's side-scan Springer-Veri-g, 1980), 751-764.
sonar records clearly suggest major
tectonic activity on the shelf parallel
to the coastline, so a "sinking" of some
of the Roman sites would not appear to 3/16/4
be out of the question.

The entire harbor of Caesarea,
built by Herod some &900 years ago, is
now submerged under about 2 m of water, PHYSICS
suggesting either a sea level rise or
tectonic activity. The archaeologists
working in collaboration with marine ACOUSTICS AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF
geologists are now convinced that the DENMARK
submergence is due to faulting.

Finally, Goldsmith's inshore bar bPr ';3t - Y " i, 7Dr'. Mo.;neu t.-
studies deserve mention. The coast of tke 'iairrc -oC nti'st '-r derL ce,

Israel is an excellent location for icoust;C:O -'r Furope ay ,1 Ir, Vid Zo 'c.e '

these investigations because nearly all 0 ?1 t h oe' f,.r' 1 :2 ,- Z ,
types of bars along the world's coasts 0oodor . r 5'ic, . .(7 e Ze,

-. are found there. The bar occurrences u?tiz ,cptohmbrr f"i.. ],, re t
0. are enhanced by the local dissipative Of 7( a t A- , t ,;1 " r'? 7:, " 'I o ,

wave-energy conditions, which are due to , . .
the low nearshore slopes and high wave fahorat,?-I'es.
steepness. Sequential bar development
in the moderate wave energy, microtidal,
dissipative beaches of the southeastern Denmark has a fairly extensive effort
Mediterranean includes, in order: mul- in acoustics -search and dtvelopment--
tiple bars, ridge and runnels, trans- considering the size of the country and
verse/oblique bars, and outer crescentic the small number of individuals involv-
and nested inner crescentic bars. The ed. Most of the mnaior acoustics areas
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.. ~are represented, including architectur- intensity of the sound and is thouqht to
al, noise control, underwater, physical, be different for different states of the
and medical, with the work being done in same tissue. The nonlinearity results
universities, research institutes, and in a distortion of the primary sound
industry. Very little of the work is beam, which is manifested by the genera-
sponsored by military agencies. Re- tion of harmonics and suhharmonics.
search budgets are not large by US Other approaches are to measure the
standards, but the groups seem to be change ii the speed of sound as a

" - efficient, and the record of publication function of temperature and pressure or
.. in archival journals and symposia to use tomographic techniques. Tt is

proceedings is impressive. The firm of desirable to make measurements both '
Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) has been a premier vioo and in ),r. This work is in
developer and manufacturer of fine progress, but some encouraging results f
acoustical instruments (used worldwide) have been obtained. The tissue work is
since its founding a few years after done in the megahertz range. Some
World War II. earlier work, using high-kilohertz fre-

This article is an update on quencies, dealt with using focused
acoustics research at the Technical ultrasound to destroy diseased tissue.
University of Denmark (see ESN 34-11: Most of the medical work is done in
511-512 [19801), which is under the association with the Danish Institute of
leadership of Prof. Leif Bjorno. About Biomedical Engineering, Glostrup, and
90 percent of the funding for the with research and teaching hospitals.
Technical University of Denmark (TUD) IAG staff also have worked with the B&K
comes from the Ministry of Education, company in the development of medical
with the remaining being derived from ultrasonic imaging equipment. One
contracts and grants from industry, aspect of this work was the development
NATO, and the European Economic Commun- of an electronically scanned array with
ity. Bjorno's work is in the Industri- time-varied focus.
al Acoustics Group (IAG), now within the Bjorno and colleagues have been
Electrical Engineering Division but active in finite amplitude/nonlinear
likely to move to Mechanical Engineer- acoustics for more than a decade.
ing. The staff is small (about five), Bjorno is editor of Fiir Ampp'h:&
and there are about 25 graduate stu- Effects in Fluids (IPC Science and
dents. However, IAG is involved in Technology Press, London, 1974), the
cooperative efforts with 20 other proceedings of a symposium held in
research institutes (both government and Copenhagen in 1973. He has worked-on- nonprofit) and companies--so the effec- several aspects of nonlinear acoustics, .tive staff of professionals is about 25, both theoretical and experimental, with

not all full time in acoustics. This considerable emphasis on developing
interconnection of groups is important nonlinear arrays for use in the medical
to the health of R&D in Denmark. and underwater sound projects. One

The research program in the IAG example of the research was to seek
divides generally into five areas with means for increasing the very low p
considerable overlap. One of the most conversion efficiency (around 1 percent)
active areas deals with machinery and in generating low difference-frequency e*
combustion noise generation. Projects sound from high-frequency carriers. By
include valve-generated noise, propeller using fluids other than water for the
cavitation noise, flame noise, and interaction region they were able to

-- .hydraulic pump noise. The goal is to achieve power gains of 2 to 3 dB, small
obtain a basic understanding of the but significant.
source of these noises; each project in- The underwater acoustics research
volves both theoretical and experimental centers around the propagation of sound
work. A 1983 dissertation project by in shallow water, an area of pracLical
Peter N. Larsen, "Noise Generated by Air importance to Denmark. The work is both
Jets From a Rectangular Slit," achieved theoretical and experimental, with the
good agreement between the theoretical latter taking place in laboratory tanks.
model and experiments for air jets Several tanks are available, ranging in

* issuing from narrow slits (length-to- size up to Ixlx2 m, including one
width ratios of 33 to 100). anechoic tank about I m on edge.

The medical ultrasonics program is Several of the tanks are equipped with
concentrating on using ultrasound to precision transducer-positioning appara-
discriminate between healthy and di- tus and the usual electronic equipment
seased tissue. The workers hope to (mostly B&K) . The IAG does not have a
achieve this by measuring the nonlinear- lake test station (but would like to
ity parameter of tissue. The nonlinear- have one) , nor does it do any work on

* ity parameter relates to the change in ships at sea. Some of the recent work 0
the speed of sound as a function of the involves the study of generating and
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propagating a single-mode sound beam in first director. The campus of modern
shallow water. The source is a nonlin- buildings was occupied in 1968. TUD is
ear parametric array. organized into four major enqineering

The transducer and measurements groups (electrical, mechanical, civil,
program is important in its own right and chemical), with a total of 4500
but also is crucial to many of the other students and 1000 faculty and research .
projects. In fact, for several of the staff. Students enter at about age 19
cooperative projects the primary contri- after having completed 12 years of
bution of IAG has been to develop public school. The basic degree granted
special transducers. Dr. Peter A. Levin is the Master of Science, which requires
has been the principal investigator on from 5 to 7 years. About three percent
much of this work. One main line of continue for the PhD, which requires
work has been to develop and build very about three more years. The BS degree
small ultrasonic probes for medical and is not granted by TUD, but such is not
other ultrasonic research. Examples are true for some of the other Danish
disk transducers (as small as 0.3-mm universities. Adjacent to the TUD
diameter for use up to 10 MHz) and campus is the Engineering College, which
cylindrical transducers (1.6-mm diameter grants a degree in applied engineering
for frequencies a bit lower). This work and technology.
led them into experimenting with poly- The Danish Academy of Technical
vinylidene difluoride (PVDF) as a Sciences (ATV) is an important entity in
transducer material. They have done research and development in Denmark. It
considerable work on determining the sponsors or coordinates a wide range of
optimal procedures for polarizing and work and has affiliated with it 20
stressing thin film PVDF material. They self-governing institutes and 16 commit-
have made probes as small as 0.6-mm tees and societies. Bjorno is involved
diameter for use up to 10 MHz. For with several of these, including the
lower frequency operation (up to 200 Committee on Industrial Research Educa-
kHz), they have made larger units (30-mm tion Programme. One unusual arrangement
diameter), using thicknesses of 7 and 30 is that a PhD student can do his re-
um, using both air backing and inert search work with an industrial company
PVDF. One unit was made of folded PVDF on a special project approved by the
to form a 16-layer unit. At present committee, the company, and a university
they are working with composite trans- supervising professor. The company pays
ducer materials, i.e., mixtures of half of the researcher's salary and the
piezoelectric ceramic powder and plas- ATV the rest. The degree is granted by
tic. They claim to have achieved ATV, with the results of the research
coupling coefficients (d33 ) close to being the property of the company. This
those for pure ceramic. This is a joint program started in 1971, and about 70
project with Ferroperm Company. I was degrees have been granted to date.
not given any details on this work. IAG The IAG staff is small and the
staff have worked with B&K on several facilities are modest (offices, labora-
projects involving hydrophones and tory, and a good library and computer),
transducer calibration devices, but the research work is interesting and

The vigor of Bjorno's group is of high quality. The theme is applied
demonstrated by a few numbers for the research with emphasis on work which
calendar year 1983. Three PhD degrees will help Danish industry (and Denmark
were completed (most theses are publish- as a whole), but the flavor is that of
ed in English); two chapters appeared in basic research--and always a blend of
books, nine papers in refereed journals, theory and experiment.
and 10 papers in conference proceedings;
three reports were published. Admitted-
ly some of these documents covered
basically the same projects, but it is
still a good record for only seven 3/22/84
authors. The staff attended and gave
papers at 11 meetings outside Denmark
and gave 13 invited lectures in other
countries. There were three visiting
professors who spent the full year at COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF A TURBULENT MIXING
the university and 10 who visited two LAYER
weeks or less.

TUD is located about 17-km north of by David Mohser. Dr. Mosher is the
Copenhagen, at Lyngby. TUD is one of Liaison Scientist for Physics in Furopc
the oldest of the seven Danish state and the Middle East for the (ff ice Of
universities, having been founded in Naval Research's London Branch Office.
1835, with Hans Christian Oersted as the He is on reassignment until ,uly '7F4
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." . "of the code, which permi tted no operitor
* '"~ee 'c PO: Z.~r' ~~ control and wa-s -ipplied to ior.q series

t, of consecutive movie frames. As part of

the problem of extracting relevant I
information from the images in a compu-

Visual information has always been ter-interpretable form, the researchers
important in fluid mechanics and is had to precisely define a few key "1
especially so in the study of large- parameters which could unambiOuously be
scale structures which develop in assigned to the complex vortices.

turbulent shear flows. The empirical Statistical data on these vortex charac-
data resulting from observation of such teristics were gathered with the black-
flows is particularly important because box version and used to compare with
they are common to a wide class of known scaling laws for turbulent eddy
problems in hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, formation.
reactive-flow physics and combustion, Every third frame of the 1139 frame
while theoretical understanding is movie was digitized using a Perkin Elmer
rudimentary. Unfortunately, it has 1010 MP flat-bed microdensitometer with
been difficult to extract more than a 9-bit A/D converter, and put onto
qualitative information from flow-visu- tape. This samplina rate was sufficient
alization pictures because of the flow to follow individual eddies in a number
complexities--the amount of information of frames as the structure moved across
in even a single picture is great enough the field of view. Each frame was
to tax the processing ability of a human converted into a 120x417 pixel matrix.
observer, and the interpretation of what Each digital image was then filtered to
is seen is subject to operator bias. An remove scratches and any gradients in
analysis of the dynamic development of the background density. The resulting
the flow may require examination of image was comparatively noise-free but
hundreds of sequential images. still contained unne.-ssary information.

Digital image analysis using Since only the shape of the mixing
large-scale computers has been applied region was desired for analysis, the
to this type of problem in many disci- image was further simplified by defining
plines (Pratt, 1978). For large visual a threshold density above which pixels
databases, the computer can be instruct- were associated with the free stream
ed to automatically recognize the background and below which they were
relevant information from the images, so associated with the mixing fluid (Chow
that it can objectively sift through the and Kaneko, 1972) . The resultino clas- :0
visual data without operator interven- sified-pixel image was scanned vertical-
tion. Now, researchers in Spain have ly; the first and last appearance of a
developed digital-image-analysis tech- pixel containing mixing fluid was noted,
niques to recognize the large eddies and the resulting two curves were dis-
that evolve in a plane mixing layer. I played. Stages of image preprocessing
learned of the research during a recent just described are shown in Figure 1. • 4
visit to the School of Aeronautics of The final edge detection image (Figure -61
the Polytechnic University of Madrid. ld) was further processed to remove
M.A. Hernan of the Polytechnic and J. spikes caused by stray misclassified
Jimenez of the university-associated IBM pixels. The resulting envelope, a
Scientific Center have developed digital
techniques to follow the evolution of
eddies recorded in high-speed shadow- -, ,,
graph movies of the mixing layer between I 8L
nitrogen flowing at 10 m/s and an equal
density, helium-arn mixture flowing at 00
3.8 m/s (Brown and Roshko, 1974).
Previous human analysis of the data
provided information on eddy motion and
pairing, but good quantitative informa-
tion for comparison with turbulence
models was lacking. C1

Two versions of the computer
program were developed by Hernan and
'Jimenez. The first was interactive,
using a display of partially processed ."r'3
images on a color graphics terminal with
operator feedback to control the parame-
ters of the process. This version was Figure I. Stages of image processing:
used to develop and tune the algorithms (a) digitization, (b) filtering, ..
for the second, or "black-box" version (c) thresholding, (d) edge detection.
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smoothed version of Figure Id, is the
only information for each frame used in
the analysis. SLOPE

By this preprocessing, the ixe] DIVERGENCE TYPE
matrix containing about 5-10' elements UPP ER LOWER ___W_2_

was reduced to the two edge-detection + Any
curves coded as 834 v-coordinates (two -

for each of the scanned 417 x-values).
The next task was to identify individual -.5 0-.5 B
eddies as a local "fattening" of the + + D-.5 2(W2 _-W)
mixing region with the right scale and C D W"
roughly elliptical shape. This vague Any,.
description was transmitted to the
computer using syntactic methods of
pattern recognition. Figure 2. Classification rules for

The two edge curves are examined segments.
for extrema, which are then connected by
straight lines. Each top and hcttc-,
pair of line segments is given a type,
in accordance with Fioure 2, that
depends on the slope of the lines, their "
divergence, and an "intensity (the
difference between the widths at the
beginning and end of a segment pair). By
this pro- cedure, pairs arc classified I
as "openinas" <A>, "closings" <C>, or ! a g g ! a - a .
indifferent" <B>. The mixing lay'er in

each frame can then be written as a AA Csentence of the generalI form <ABC. . .- I A I~ C C IB A I A C I A C S.,
CCAB> which approximates the shape of B B C
the edge curves. Reduction rules are AC B AC , B AC AC B
then applied to simplify the sentence." "
The aim of these rules is to isolate I I I
units of the form <AC> representing
bulges and of the form <B> representing
the intervening braids. They are l !

<AB>+<A> iEDDY :ED ii EDDY i
<BC>-<C>
<BB>+<B>

Figure 3. The syntactic simplification<A1 A2 >.<AjB> if 11I121 (1) process.
<AIA 2 >.<BA 2 > otherwise

<C1C 2>-<CjB> if i1:!21 evolution and shows several examples of
<CIC 2>+<BC 2> otherwise eddy merging.

The dimensions and centers of
The rules are applied until no further ellipses for a sample of 2214 structures
simplification is possible. An example has been used to gather statistics that
of the reduction process is shown in characterize the turbulent flow. The
Figure 3. major axes of the eddies tend to be

The bulges isolated in this way are aligned to the flow direction with an
not necessarily eddies. To be consider- average tilt of 0.08 radian toward the
ed such, thev must have the right shape. low-speed side and a standard deviation
Each candidace eddy is fitted to a gen- of about 0.3 radian. The ratio of the
eral conic section by a sum-of-squares two axes is 1.92±0.67, which agrees well
minimization procedure. When the best- with predicted values (Jimenez, 1980).
fit conic is an ellipse with a reason- The spreading rate (defined as the
able ratio of semiaxes, and when the ap- change in thickness between the upper
proximation error is below a certain and lower tangents to the ellipses)
limit, the bulge is accepted as an eddy. agrees well with water mixing-layer
Once eddies have been identified as measurements performed under contract to
ellipses with individual centers and the US Army Research, Development, and
geometries on each frame of film, their Standardization Group, UK (Jimenez et
evolution can be followed from frame to al., 1979). The eddies move with a
frame to determine velocity, growth, and velocity very close to the arithmetic S
merging. Figure 4 illustrates this average of the two free streams. An
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Mi

Figure 4. Eddy evolution showing several amalgamations.

*I interesting structure is observed by ------ u
constructing a histogram (Figure 5) for
the eddy wavelength A, the distance Oul,
between eddy centers. Peaks marked II

. through V have wavelengths 1.5, 2, 3,
and 4 times that marked by I. The peaks
probably arise from eddy merging and
hint at the period-doubling behavior 004

exhibited by many nonlinear, dynamical
* .*systems.

The amount of fluid entrained by
the eddies during their evolution can be 001
quantified by measuring the eddy areas.
Entrainment is an important process
because it controls the extent to which
reactive components are free to mix.
The researchers calculated the relative 0h 10
increase in area resulting from entrain- .
ment over the lifetime of the eddies and
compared the value to the area increase Figure 5. Frequency distribution for
associated with amalgamation of eddies, eddy wavelengths.
They demonstrate that most entrainment
happens by passive eddy growth and that
the effect of merging is minor. This have been obtained with point probes in
disagrees with some early models of the flow. Moreover, those results of
mixing layer growth and supports models analysis which can be compared with
in which fluid is entrained by either other measurements are in good agree-
irrotational roll-up or turbulent ment. The methods and results are quite
diffusion, efficient in terms of the investment

Hernan and Jimenez have demonstrat- required to obtain data. Each frame
ed that their quantitative analysis of takes about 5 minutes to digitize. The
flow pictures can provide spatial and preprocessing requires about 8 seconds
temporal information which could not per frame of CPU time on an IBM
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370/155. Later processing, working with atmosphere, molecules in the propagation
only the compressed information of the region are ionized to form a conducting
edge images, requires about 2 minutes plasma channel. The beam's electromag-
for the entire sequence of 373 frames. netic field then induces a flow of
By developing precise automated proce- low-energy plasma electrons, called the
dures to identify key structural parame- return current, that resistively heats
ters, the researchers have quantified a the channel further via ohmic dissipa-
large body of visual data which human tion. If the beam pulse is long enough,
processing could only address in a the high-pressure channel has time to
qualitative manner, expand into the surrounding cold gas so

References that later portions of the beam pass
Brown, G.L., and A. Roshko, Journal of through a higher-temperature and less-

Fluid Mechanics, 64 (1974), 775-816. dense atmosphere than the beam front.
Chow, C.K, and T. Kaneko, in Frontiers The beam front, entering cool atmosphere

of Pattern Fecognition (New York: of low conductivity, tends to blow up
Academic Press, 1972). because of electrostatic repulsion in

Jimenez, J., Journal of Fluid Mechanics, the unneutralized beam charge. The backime 90 447-4of the beam, traversing hot plasma with
96 (1980) , 447-460.

Jimenez, J., R. Val-Martinez, and M. high conductivity, drives a return
Rebello, Universidad Politecnica de current comparable to that of the REB

Madrid Final Report, Grant Number and in the opposite direction. (In any
DA-ERO 78-G-079 (1979). good conductor, currents flow in the
Pra-O Winterior so as to exclude penetration ofPratt, W.K., Digital :mage Processing thmanicfed) Tenertonfi'.', (New York: Wiley, 1978). the magnetic field.) The interaction of

( Yk l 18the induced plasma current with the

5' surrounding magnetic field can produce
.%. 3/27/84 resistive instabilities which disrupt

beam transport either by an axisymmetric
pinching of the beam or by a wandering

GUERRE D'ETOILE--FRENCH RESEARCH IN of if away from the plasma-channel axis
- ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRON-BFAM PROPAGATION of symmetry. To avoid the instabili-

ties, the beam-pulse duration should not
by David Mosher. exceed the resistive decay time of the

magnetic field or the inverse of the
The propagation of relativistic beam plasma frequency, two time scales

electron beams in the atmosphere for which characterize instability growth.
defense has been researched in the Us Some propagation scenarios involve a
for more than a decade. Funded primar- concept called "hole boring," in which
ily by the Defense Advanced Research the beam is chopped into a train of
Projects Agency (DARPA), with help from short, and therefore stable, pulses.
the Office of Naval Research, the Air Pulses near the head of the train are
Force Office of Scientific Research consumed in establishing the reduced-
(AFOSR), and the Department of Energy density plasma environment required for
(DOE) , the effort has focused on the passage of later pulses.
beam-atmosphere interaction to determine Analyses which hope to realistical-
requirements for stable propagation over ly model REB propagation must be suffi-
long distances, and on new types of ac- ciently comprehensive to handle the very
celerators tc generate the beams. Last different conditions of the beam front

year's famous "Star Wars" speech by and back. For a stable and cylindrical-
President Reagan has given this direct- ly symmetric beam, the fields and
ed-energy program greater visibility and plasma-channel should be modeled in time
has stimulated the interest of foreign and two spatial dimensions--one along
governments. Now, French scientists the beam axis and one radially away from
from the University of Grenoble I and it. It is difficult to isolate aspects
the Centre d'Etudes Nucl4aires de Valduc of the problem for ease in analysis

because of the interrelations betweenhave begun experiments designed to test
a multifluid plasma code that models the the beam, fields, and plasma. Stable
atmospheric response to defense-level propagation depends on the correct field
beams. I spoke with members of both and plasma environment. Plasma tempera-

groups about their research. This arti- ture is determined by REB collisions and
cle provides some background information Joule dissipation of the return current
and a brief description of the French flow. The fields which drive the return
project. current depend sensitively on the time

and space variation of the plasma's
Background electrical conductivity which, in turn,

When an intense relativistic elec- is determined by plasma heating, expan-tron beam (REB) is injected into the sion, and secondary electrons produced
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by beam ioniz,.tion. Thus, treating only Navy supports development at high-cir-
one part oi the problem requires re- rent compact ring accelerators appropri-
strictiv simplifvinq assumptions for ate for ship-based operation. N. Ros-
other portions. taker and coworkers from the University

Researchers at the Los Alamos of California at Irvine have been exper-
National Laboratory, the Lawrence imenting with a modified betatron con-
Livermore National Laboratory, the Naval figuration and have confined a 2r()-A
Research Laboratory (NRL), and Science electron beam for 5000 turns to achieve
Applications, Inc. employ a variety of I-MeV acceleration. A largr modified
theoretical and computational methods to betatron has been desigred by C.A. Kape-
model atmospheric beam propagation. tanakos and coworkers at NRL to acceler-
Analytic techniques are used to derive ate a multikiloampere beam to the 50-MeV
dispersion relations for instabilities; level. Other more speculative con(-epts
particle-in-cell codes model erosion of for super-compact accelerators are, sup-
the beam front due to space charge; and ported by AFOSR and DOE and are based on
plasma-fluid codes predict the develop- charged particle trapping in plasma

ment of return currents, the electromag- waves driven by an REB or laser (.':
netic fields, and the self-consistent 37-1:32-38 [19831).
plasma conductivity (Lampe et al.,
1983). A hydrodynamic theory for Theoretical Research at the University
turbulence in beam-produced channels has of Grenoble
been compared with experiments (Picone A few years ago, J.M. Dolique, A.
et al., J983), and a detailed model for Richard, and J.R. Roche of the Univer-
beam generated conductivity in nitrogen sitv of Grenoble I began development of
and air has been developed (Ali and a two-dimensional, axisymmetric fluid
Slinker, 1983). code, called PEGASE, to model the plasma

Good modeling is vital to an channel. The aim was to treat the
assessment of electron beams for direct- space-charge effects responsible for
ed-energy applications because existing beam-front erosion, return current
accelerators cannot provide defense- heating and channel expansion with
level beams. Particle energies must be realistic air chemistry. Within the
in the gigaelectronvolt range to pene- framework of the fluid equations, it was
trate kilometers of atmosphere without assumed that the beam could be treated

* excessive collisional beam spreading or as a uniform, rigid cylinder unaffected
energy loss. Beam current densities in by the self electromagnetic fields. For
the kA/cm 2 regime are desired for target this beam model, the code provides the
lethality, and pulse durations should detailed time development and r-z
not exceed the nanosecond range to distribution of the channel and self-
insure stability, consistent fields from which beam

Several REB propagation experiments stability can be assessed.
at low energy are in progress in the US. The code solves the continuity,
Multikiloampere beams of megaelectron- momentum, and energy equations to obtain
volt electrons have been extracted from density, fluid velocity, and internal
water dielectric pulse line generators energy (or temperature) for each plasma
and transported in reduced atmospheres species. Inelastic source terms appear
at NRL, Mission Research Corp., and the in the equations to model species
Sandia National Laboratory. Operating production by primary beam collisions.
at defense-level currents, these REBs The chemistry and atomic physics package
can drive resistive instabilities and includes impact ionization by the
create realistic plasma backgrounds to primary beam electrons and secondary
provide data for code comparisons (Greig plasma electrons, electron avalanche
et al., 1981). Somewhat higher beam processes, radiative and dissociative
energies have been achieved with the recombination, charge exchange, and
Experimental Test Accelerator at Liver- ionization by primary beam bremsstrah-
more, where beam profiles have been lung. The fluid species are electrons,
measured using a variety of techniques N, excited N, N+, N+ and hiqher ioniza-
(Lauer et al., 1983). The Advanced Test tion states. The fluid equations are
Accelerator (ATA), a 50-MeV, 10-kA coupled to the full set of Maxwell's
induction linac now being tested at equations with space charge and current
Livermore will provide the next step in contributions from the beam and plasma.
electron energy. The numerical solution procedure employs

Beams with energies an order-of- finite difference techniques for fth,
magnitude greater than ATA will be fluid equations and finite elemen t
required for long-range atmospheric techniques for the Maxwell's equations.
propagation. Conventional gigaelectron- For Dolique and coworkers, the cal-
volt, radio-frequency accelerators are culated time and space variation of

. too large for mobile deployment. The US plasma conductivity -(r,z,t) is a
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of plasma conductivity.

primary analysis tool since the growth the plasma channel. Valduc is a nuclear
rates of resistive instabilities depend weapons research center with functions
sensitively on this quantity. The con- similar to some at Los Alamos and
ductivity is a special variable in that Livermore. A portion of the research
it couples two parts of the problem--it under the direction of Alain Bernard of
links the plasma to the electromagnetic the Section d'Etudes de Criticite et

field via a generalized Ohm's law. A Rayonnements involves vulnerability
major uncertainty in determining a for testing of defense systems of the sort
short-duration beams is the contribution performed in the US by the Defense
to it from nonequilibrium secondary Nuclear Agency and the Sandia National
electrons whose unknown velocity distri- Laboratory. To this end, Valduc houses
bution is generated by primary colli- a number of oil- and water-dielectric
sions and rapid time variations. The transmission line generators with O
latest version of the code, called megavolt output voltages and currents up
PEGASE III, improves modeling of a by to the megampere regime. This pulsed-
adding direct beam impact heating to the power technology has been employed
previously considered resistive heating during the last two decades to produce
through a superthermal temperature intense REBs, ion beams, and x-radiation
paramei-er. sources (E3N 38-4:211-213 [1984]) for

The code is currently running on a defense and inertial-confinement fusion.
CRAY I computer. Calculations have been The beam-propaqation experiments
performed for a 0.5--GeV, 10-kA, 2-cm- have been carried out on the EUPHROS YNE
diameter electron beam with a duration device, an older generator which can
varying from 0.1 to 10 ns and propaga- produce a 1.7-MeV, 40-kA electron beam
tion in a nitrogen atmosphere of vari- of 75-ns duration and 5-cm diameter.
able pressure. A sample result is shown The experiments are described in
in Figure 1 for a 0.1-ns beam at a time Richard's University of Grenoble thesis
50 ps after the beam front crosses z=0 (Richard, 1984). He and Valduc's R. .O
from the left. The conductivity in- Bailly-Salins performed the experiments.
creases toward the back of the beam The beam is propagated in a 1.2-m-long,
since the plasma there has been heated 40-cm-diameter nitrogen drift space of
for longer times. Note also the sub- variable pressure. The challenge to the
stantial return-current heating outside Grenoble-Valduc team, like that faced by
the 1-cm beam radius. For such short US researchers, is to demonstrate that
beams, results confirm that a regime of such a beam can provide meaningful
higher stability results when impact results for assessment of directed
heating is included than would be energy concepts.
predicted by resistive heating alone. From the point of view of beam

stability, the two important time scales
Experimental Research at Valduc are the magnetic field resistive decay

Beam propagation experiments have time, and the inverse of the beam-plasma
begun at the Commissariat A l'Energie frequency. For threat-level beams,
Atomique (French Atomic Energy Commis- these times are on the order of nanose- S
sion) Centre de Valduc at Is-sur-Tille conds. With respect to plasma formation
to test the ability of PEGASE to model and the development of a, Dolique argues
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Figure 2. Net current versus background pressure.

that the experimental time scales for N 2  and N+ ee cmutd fo h

important atomic processes are compar- relativistic Bethe theory and rate
able for the two types of beams: secon- equations were used to follow the
dary electron creation and destruction time-dependent populations of the N2
times of 6 to 9 ns, characteristic triplet and N 2 doublet states with
impact-heating times of about 3 ns, and emission in the visible. Line intensi-
inelastic collisional cooling collisions ties were determined as a function of
in 1 to 2 ns. The idea, then, is to time for different N 2 and N2 densities
inject the EUPHROSYNE beam into the for comparison with experiment.
drift space and diagnose some aspect of Data are being collected for the
plasma channel formation and conductiv- 3371- and 3914-angstrom lines using a
ity development which could be predicted prism spectrograph coupled to a pair of
by code runs simulating the experimental photomultipliers through optical fibers.
conditions. One drawback of this and The variation of plasma temperature can
other low-energy beam experiments using be unfolded from oscilloscope traces of
pulse-line generators is that the length the photomultiplier outputs and compared
of the beam (about 45 m) is much greater with model predictions. Agreement with
than the length of the drift tube, so theory in the 1-bar pressure range has
the field structure of an isolated beam been obtained.
propagating in the terrestrial atmos- One problem with the optical
phere cannot be properly simulated, technique is that the calculated line
However, since all parts of the drift intensities depend on the poorly under-
space have nearly simultaneous histor- stood secondary electron-velocity
ies, diagnosis of the z-independent distribution. A direct measurement of
plasma is simplified, the return current is more straightfor-

It is planned to diagnose the plas- ward and, though no spatial resolution
ma by analyzing the visible fluorescence is provided by the technique, an immedi-
spectrum excited in the nitrogen. This ate calculation of average conductivity -'
technique has the potential to determine from a magnetic diffusion equation can
the time development of the local plasma be obtained. This electrical technique
parameters, provided that the dependence has been successfully used by Greig and
of the fluorescence lines on the parame- coworkers at NRL for a theory-experiment
ters is sufficiently well known. In comparison under conditions similar to
preparation for the experiments, the EUPHROSYNE. As indicated above, the S
electronic and vibrational structure of analysis is simplified by the small
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Figure 3. Net current histories for (a) 5-mbar and (b) 800-mbar background pres-
sureS.

*ratio of drift length to beam length. The beam current is given by the
Since the plasma temperature varies diode current, and Rogowski coils
little along the short plasma channel, a mounted in the gas measure the net
can be treated as a function of time current. In a vacuum or poorly conduct-
only. One can then construct a circuit ing background, the net current is the
model for the resistive decay of the beam current. In a highly conducting

*magnetic field background, the net current is nearly
zero since plasma electrons are free to

dIn RL (1) move to neutralize the beam. In the
( I/(b-In), experiments, the behavior in time can be

complex as the atmosphere first breaks
where In, is the "net" current (the sum down and then heats during beam passage.
of the beam current Ib and plasma return The net current history was recorded by
current) , R is a time-dependent resis- oscilloscope for background pressures

* tance embodying the conductivity, and L ranging from 0.1 to 800 mbar and comn-
is the channel inductance. If the pared with that determined from equation
currents are measured experimentally, (1) .for specified a(t). Figure 2 40
a(t) can be determined from equation (1) summarizes EUPHROSYNE measurements of

*and the channel geometry. net current versus background pressure
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Table 1 , . .. ... *. .

Conductivity Dependence on Pressure a-,r-4 ,, 39> . 'a; '.:. . .

p(mbar) 0.4 5 100 800 0 ; " " . :

a(mho-m - 1 ) 150 470 53 28

Funds for science in 41-17r are
at a time halfway through the beam creasing significantl]y -spit
pulse. The inferred conductivity economic difficulties that cre-t, ara-g
dependence on pressure is summarized in competition for central -
Table 1 for the same time. The connec- funds. Now government exper tula ,
tion with PEGASE is made by using the R&D is only about I.4 percent of Spat:'.
code to calculate the time-dependent gross ,-,ational produ t (2. ,
conductivity in equation (I) . Experi- percent is typical fur I a-P, 7-,
ment-computation comparisons for low and nations). The gov, rnren t's sr .
high atmospheric pressures are shown in is to reach 0.8 par-cent b, '0R- .

Figure 3. The Comision Asesor,, . .vo ,t
The French team has demonstrated cion Cientifica y Tec n .;a (a ,

the ability to model the complex inter- which awards over half the ga ,.n
action between an REB and the atmosphere funds that are a!]oat in cr;i i
and has begun low-voltage experiments to resFearch grants, has
test their models. Though the work an increase of a most 2' perc:,nt;
follows a line similar to Department of Consejo Superior In' ,tigaci l us
Defense-sponsored research in the US, it ficcs (CSTC) , which marn Paott
is the first indication by another NATO research institut(,s, 'as rec- aa

country of interest in REB directed- percent boost W! th.:
onergy research. at about 12 percent, rh-a

into real increases a-f , a,

Peferences percent, respeutive!, '

Ali, A.W., and S. Sii , nkr .. . Central f gurs *a, F ,--,

have orlv re t b- ;,

,ut officials n t!h M.. :s 2: ,
(San Francisc,, CA, 12-14 Seba-m- tion and Scienac (,st flatt t .. r9

Ler 83) . the go'vernment sp(-nt _-, R.D x. ,1
Greig, P., R.B. F crito, P. . Pecha- ministries sc,mf S360, r)-(,N.C (7,4 L, i I

c-k, J.D. Sethatn, and P.F. Fernslar, pesetas wr a ass ,o lAO re E
S -' '. >". p : 2" Si- ). A t r S1OO,O '"

Sa probab' T,.t by g'C nment -,
.. . indust J r. G perhaps a-, s

(Palaiseau, France, 29 $100,0C0,000 by pr vate indis;t r
June to 71 J1%a 191) . over half the riristry-a.l blot-td fa-c d 4

Lampe, M., G. .oyc-, and R.L. Hubbard, came from the Minist:y oi Educa :i- n a r,
Science, with another 0 perc(an,

Lau,.r, F.J., J,C'. Clark, Y.P. Chong, ind f ron the Minist'.- o i nda a

D.P. Slaughter, 5.-... .,. Energy. M-1uch of the o v nmilent '0 i"
Pi -(na-, ,T.M., J.P. Boris, J.R. Grein, M. went into the un,.ver ii af 'n.

Rai ,igh, M. Lampe , aid R. FernSal.r, existing CSiC instJ f i s; t 1, V,-:
..:-,-.. a- . flexible pr j4rams arte thI i, -r , t 1 -,

Richard, A., Interaction d'un Faisceaa agrants awarded by the CAITCY'. Il
d'Electrons kePativistes avec un Gtez
Neutre" (University of Grenoble T Univrsi ties
thesis in preparation, 1984) . The faculty in pa-ins i

universities are in t1 f irst %,, a
manor change. A new law, a-c, ata a

K /14 many years ot ,ffort, ak if
Aucust 1983; i t provider; f or r ur: I :e, -

sities to appoint faculty membera on tha.
SPi basis of their curriculum %ita ,,SCIENCE POLICY judged by a comittee o' referee;--mu a

as in the US. This simple sst
replaces the cpI.cfas- a grub 1inq

SPAIN'S RESEARCH FUND SMALL BUT GROWING system of seven elimination examinati(ons
and a 1-hour public lecture that was

b? -2..es ;. ,, :c 'ire'.eon previously used to select faculty (--,
,n ruroc ,,;aK 'he Vua' p-,tt "or t; members. rhe exams were so broad as to
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force most candidates to forego research the CSIC as sometimes inflexible and
and to concentrate on continual wide- isolated).
ranging study in their early postdoctor- Sebastian is heading CSIC's policy
al years. and critics charged that the division as it plans for the next 3
public lecture received the highest years; the formal program should be

marks not for scholarly content but for adopted by September. At present he S
ending within 15 seconds of when sched- envisions concentrating 30 percent of
uled. Spain's science-policy leaders the CSIC budget in major thrusts in f've
hope that the new system will encourage areas: new materials, acuaculture_,

' . and reward research among young scien- microelectronics, biotechnology, and
tists by awarding faculty posts to those public transport.
with the strongest research records;
they also hope similarly to attract back CAICYT
to Spain some of the many scientists who Basic and applied research I
established successful careers elsewhere supported through competitive c VP r' 
in Europe and in the Americas. The first from CAICYT, whose 1984 Ludget is aLmut
appointments under the new system are $54,000,000 compared with $43,3cr),)0 ln

being made in late spring and early sum- 1983; development work i' oenera 
mer of 1984, but it will he several supported by the MIinistry ef 1-dustry
years before the effects of the changed and Energy, whos,, somn et it''-grant
procedure can be evaluated. Meanwhile, budget is less than one-third t S.
the scattered groups of university-based of CAICYT's. Support is chan!. d
high-quality researchers--in some areas CAICYT pri mari ly thruch our- t-pcs ,
of theoretical physics, biology, and ma- programs: uriversity 'r s.,st ill
terials science, for example--are opti- projects, industrial prot pe i-i'

mistic. projects, and e quipment acsTiiistion.
Universitv ()r inst 1t e pro ject

CSIC accounted for about $ 3, C. 100< ( f
Created in 1939 to coordinate state CAICYT's 1983 oxpenditursS. Ti.,

- research projects, the CSIC instead cre- awards are to principal i.,',.st icii st
ated its own network of independent re- universities or CSIC (or other) s-
search institutes; by 1983, some 2000 tutes, typically i- SI , P ,: )hat

researchers were employed in about 15C investiqator, a couple )f iostir +
institutes, one-third of which were colleagu,,s, and a cc., u ,mf ial t
.[rated jointly with universities, with ants. The funds s es -i" I-
the other 100 being CSIC-only opera- ries or the colleaques aud as: .
t ions. According to CSIC vice presi- but not of the invest iiaf r. Al,,t;
4-iits Jesus Sebastian and Javier Lopez, of the awards ircud e a r

• - rhaps 30 percent of these institutes allowance of at me ' p1 co,'.
are artificial or "ghosts": one- or About .e,6 0,C5'n A it t ,- !t--

tw--person institutes with high overhead al projects i. p I. htsk ,
dind low productivity. CSIC is seeking actually are lea:i. rot.er ilh..t ,, ,
to eliminate such institutes; in but they are interest for i
recent months about 10 have been Each such award must at t e mat h.
terminated and another three com- by the industrial I-OCipient .CA CYT' -
hined into a single more cost-efficient leadcrship hopes f(, ue thiz .
group. the futilt, to stimu 1 ' ,oonerat v,

The increased budget (now about research between univer.rSts es nd
S100,000,000) and savings from eliminat- private enterpiis-e-whcr( , until nw,
inu waste are in part being used to there has been very , ttle Iint,.action.
create new institutes in special aieas. The sp,,cial-sO ,,cts proqram is
CSIC-university joint ir.stitutes were new; about $t,750, 10 in CA t'Y's 954
recently created in biochemistry, astro- !,udget is slat-d for thi 11-a, with an
nomy, economic geology, and pharmacolo- equal amount expected iom the ,,arisius
gy/toxicology; an independent CSIC ministries. Ef test are o f two types--
institute on marine biology will soon be R&D or mobilizat ier. Funds for R&D
operating in newly built facilities efforts go to stimulate research on
north of Barcelona. And institutes in specifically defined problems in agro-
biotechnology and in new materials are energy, aquaculture, microelectronics,
under consideration. The joint insti- and public transportation in metropoli-
tutes are usually more cost effective tan areas. Funds for mobilization
because university facilities can be efforts go to develop the infrastructure
used without constructing new buildings; and basic science necessary to launch
the CSIC finds it difficult to create national efforts in biotechnology aid in
such institutes, however, if the subject high-energy physics: Spain has recently
area is interdisciplinary between trad- joined CERN, the Organization for

itional university departments (seen by European Nuclear Research.
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In 1983 CAICYT spent about and on the expected closing of some
$6,700,000 through its equipment-acqui- universities and college departments.
sition program. Researchers also obtain Kogan examines how the cuts were imposed
equipment through CAICYT's university or and who bears the responsibility.
institute projects, through grants from Particularly important is his discussion
government ministries, and through of government savings versus the effect
agencies of Spain's autonomous districts on the loss of opportunities for young
(perhaps $13,500,000 in 1983). people.

CAICYT is also active in advising Science and university funding
the government on international scienti- cutbacks already implemented or contem-
fic affairs, including Spain's partici- plated openly have affected attitudes
pation in international organizations, and morale. In some fields, a brain-
in multilateral agreements, and in drain is oqain in effect, though not on
bilateral agreements. Jose Antonio the scale of the one that took place in
Muioz-Delgado, the food technologist who the late fifties into the sixties. ?e -he
directs CAICYT's international affairs Sunday Times (London, 5 February 1984)
division, thinks that the primary reported on the Science and Engineering
benefits to Spain from its past interna- Research Council's (SERC) concern with
tional activities have been the opportu- several problems, including the exodus
nities for Spanish scientists to obtain of 100 biotechnologists in the past 5
postdoctoral training in other coun- years from the UK to North America,
tries. More recently, bilateral agree- Australia, and the European continent;
ments with France and with the UK have the planned closure of two of the
also produced cooperative research Agricultural and Food Research Council's
projects between scientists from Spain laboratories; the neglect of important
and the other two nations. Spain's areas of medium-term research, such as
bilateral agreement with the US makes land use, geological surveying, and acid
some $40,000,000 available in 1983 rain; the threat of the UK's possible
through 1987 for joint science, 15 withdrawal of some high-cost research
percent for basic and 85 percent for areas, such as astronomy and high-energy
applied work involving paired agencies physics; and other similar problems from
of the two governments; Muioz-Delgado budget cuts affecting science programs
hopes to see these funds used to support or university research.
more cooperative research by equal The UK support of science is
partners than has occurred in the past. provided mainly through its five re- •

search councils, and overall funding in
recent years has actually kept pace with
inflation. Budget provisions have not

3/12/84 kept pace, however, with the rising
costs to do science, to upgrade or
provide new equipment and facilities,
and to participate in large projects

UK PROBLEMS IN SCIENCE AND HIGHER (see ESN 38-4:213-215 [1984]). As a
EDUCATION result, there has been a real squeeze on

operating budgets requiring significant
by D.L. Mott and F.L. Carovillano. Mrs. cutbacks. The research councils already
Mott is the Librarian for the Office of find that an increasing number of
Naval Research, London. Dr. CarovilZano top-rated research proposals, many by
formerly at Ot1R, !ondon, is Professor cf university scientists, cannot be funded
Physics at Boston CoiZege. because of inadequate resources. •

In a white paper issued in Febru-
ary, the British government gave funding

News items regarding the cuts in guidelines for the 1985 fiscal year for
funding to higher education by the education and science. The government
government in the UK are legion. (See position is to continue to increment the
"Hard Times for Higher Education in the budget for education and science to keep
UK," ESN 37-12:490 [1983].) The latest pace with inflation. The projected
book on the subject is The Attack on growth is from about $18.9 billion in
Higher Education, by Maurice Kogan, 1984 to $19.9 billion in 1986. Research
Professor of Government and Social priorities will be implemented--certain
Administration at Brunel University. The areas will receive increased funding,
book discusses the effects of the cuts and others will be cut or even discon-
by the current government on young tinued. The SERC is expected to fare
people hoping to enter higher education, better than the other research councils
on teachers in universities and colleges and will also receive a special alloca-
who will lose their jobs, on diminishing tion for subscriptions to international
research opportunities at universities, programs or laboratories such as CERN,

S.*...-"....
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the European high-energy-physics labora- and diminished stature or reputation of
tory in Geneva. groups or departments at government

Despite favored treatment, the laboratories and universities.
ongoing budget exercises within SERC The cuts to university budgets have
have produced surprises and concern in diminished funds provided by the univer-
the scientific community. Major cut- sity to its faculty and staff for O
backs are under consideration. For research facilities and basic equipment.
example, lower level budgetary guide- Government research grants have been
lines have led to the suggested closing required to pick up these costs, thereby
of the central laser research facility effectively increasing university
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. overhead rates and decreasing the value
The laser facility operates at an annual of the grant.
cost of about $3 million, is recognized Pursuing the doctorate has become
for producing good science, and is used less attractive to young scholars
by more than 100 university researchers, because of limited job opportunities and
The proposed closing of such an impor- the limited opportunity to do research
tant facility indicates how thin the UK by those who have jobs in academia or at
programming is and suggests that drastic government laboratories. The likelihood
measures are needed even for accomplish- of career and job security has been
ing modest budgetary cutbacks, lessened because there are fewer entry-

Another projected cutback is in the level positions and tighter tenure O
funding of space science and astronomy. quotas. The promotion rate of tenured
Since there is widespread interest in scientists has also slowed. University
fostering a UK-led space mission in the teaching loads have been increasing
late eighties, this contemplated cut steadily. Low morale among university
could have serious program implications, scientists seems to be commonplace.

These planned government actions The budget impact has produced
are encountering serious opposition in widespread discontent among university
the scientific community and from the faculty members. Promotion opportuni-
research councils. For example, there ties are jammed or have been reduced at
is uniform opposition to starting new every level. There are cases of faculty
science programs without new money members retiring at ages 60 to 65 with
provided for that purpose in addition to the rank of lecturer. Even at the best
an overall increase in the budget for universities, retirement is being used
science. And continued participation in to reduce the size of the faculty by
international efforts with costly attrition. AD
subscriptions, such as the $43 million A recent development reported in
annual fee for CERN, is an unpopular the 17 and 24 February 1984 issues of
long-term practice. The Times Higher Education Supplement

Perhaps the most controversial (London) may have dramatic repercus-
recommendation made to the Government sions. The Secretary of State for
concerning SERC is that Herstmonceux Education and Science, Sir Keith Joseph,
Castle, which houses a large part of the has proposed a plan to abolish tenure
Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO), be for university teachers. (Such threats
sold and that the RGO be incorporated on tenure are also becoming all too
with some other body, such as the common in the US, particularly in our
University of Edinburgh Observatory. public university sector, which corre-
This recommendation was made more than 6 sponds better to the British system.)
months ago and is being met with stout It would appear that Sir Keith's propos-
resistance from the RGO and from the al is serious since the Committee of
Royal Astronomical Society. Vice Chancellors and Principals (CVCP)

Cuts in university budgets are has proposed to support an alternate
continuing into the third successive scheme of their own if his plan is
budget year. Operating at reduced dropped. The CVCP would endorse reforms
budgets has affected virtually every to weaken tenure and significantly
phase of university operations: pro- increase managerial powers in universi-
grams have been reduced or closed, ties. Suggestions under consideration
teaching loads increased, research are hardly novel in the US and include
budgets reduced, and faculty positions increasing the probationary period for
eliminated. Concerns now relate to the tenure from 3 to 5 years (it is 7 years
universities' continued capability to do at most US universities), reducing
research and train future scientists, tenure quotas, extending short-term
In related actions, university faculties contracts, and reducing the retirement
are being threatened by attacks on the age to 60.
tenure system. Perhaps not surprising- The CVCP has agreed to perform an
ly, in certain areas there is a docu- efficiency study of university opera-
mented decline of research productivity tions. The committee and Sir Keith's
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office are discussing the scope of the This article reviews the prnsrntations
study. The CVCP proposes to examine in the first session, dealing with the
support services, administration, and formation of the solar system.
purchasing but not academic matters such M.M. Woolfson (The University,
as teaching and research. But Sir York, UK) spoke on the evolution of
Keith's office insists on a wider scope rotation during the early history of the
because questioning the allocation of solar system. The theory most in vogue
resources must delve into academic today on solar or stellar formation is
operations. that stars and associated planets form

There is little question that the from a solar nebula by a process of
. current UK administration has favored rapid condensation promoted L gravita-

science and recognizes its importance to tional attraction in locations of mass
the British economy. Although funding concentrations. The main constraints on

. levels have been modest and less than theories of star formation (or any other
needed, science has fared better than astrophysical process) are imposed by
most areas of the economy in the recent conservation principles required by the
actions or proposals for governmental laws of motion.
funding. Leading economists and govern- The main problem of the star-forma-
mental advisors emphasize that the UK's tion theory as applied to the sun is
continued capability to compete on the that the sun today contains little of
world market depends on its ability to the total angular momentum of the solar
keep abreast of developments and to system (namely, about 1 part in 180)

maintain its position in high technology Angular momentum conservation applied to
over the long term. The prerequisite the solar svstem imposes strong recuire-

., is that the universities and government ments--such as nonuniformities in the
research laboratories provide a strong solar nehula in the distant past,
community of scientists active in basic mechan s s to account for angular
research. In order to represent the momentum loss from the sun since the
needs of science at the highest levels, time of its formation, and severe
a recent recommendation has been to expectations -n the evolution of magnet-
create a Minister of Science, analogous ic fields.
to the science advisor to the President Woolfson discussed several alterna-
in the US, to advise the prime minister tive ideas of solar-system formation,
directly and better cope with funding but none would accommodate the dilemma
emergencies and priorities in science, of the small solar angular momentum. S

Other mechanisms were also discussed for
the formation of a planet and its

S"satellite system that gave more satis-
3/l/84 factory results. Tn the past, Jeans and

Alfven hae argued that the same forma-
tion mechanism should be used for the

SPACE SCIENCE solar/planetary system as for the
planet/satellite system. The preference

for and use of separate mechanisms is
becoming more common today.

FORMATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM More recent work in astrophysics
has tried to include effects of the

by R.L. Carovillano. Pr. CarotiZanc, ubiquitous magnetic field. Unfortunate-
formerly at ONR, London, is Professor of ly, the dynamical effects of magnetic
Physios at Boston College. fields on matter usually involve nonlin-

ear processes that are difficult to
describe mathematically or physically.

"Rotation in the Solar System" was On the other hand, the magnetic field
the title of the latest of the distin- effect on rotation, the balance of
guished series of discussion meetings centrifugal and gravitational forces,
held by The Royal Society of London. and rotational braking times give
The meeting took place on 8 and 9 March greater flexibility to the theory of
1984; about 75 scientists attended. The star formation. In any case, it is
sessions of the meeting were entitled: important to determine the degree to
"Introduction, Early Solar System, which the magnetic field can account for
Rotation of Sun"; "Evolution of Rotation the difference between the small observ-
in the Earth-Moon System"; "Fluctuations ed value of the solar system angular
of the Rotation in the Earth"; and momentum and the large primeval value
"Rotation of Planets and Satellites." required by current theories.

The proceedings of the conference Prof. L. Mestel (Astronomy Centre,
will be published by The Royal Society University of Sussex, UK) spoke on the
and will probably be available by 1986. interaction of rotation and magnetic
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field in the solar system. In the momentum of the core r . :,:. :
presence of a magnetic field, B, gravi- (decrease for the sun) whi it , y .t i
tational collapse will not occur for a angular momentum is constarvtd.
mass less than the critical mass, Mc, Prof. T. Gold (Cente ei r P.lI, -
defined by Mc = F/3V-. Here F is the physics and Space Pesearch, k rrill
magnetic flux threading the mass dis- University) developed the basis V
tributed over an average spherical new theory on star formdtion in !ii:; f,!k.
radius R, F = nR2B, and g is the accel- on the early solar system I ( h,
eration at R. As the nebular mass rotation of the sun. Cold revie.w(.d

increases toward the critical mass, a number of features of the solar svstem
large angular momentum loss is possible, that are difficult to explair, in the
and the centrifugal force becomes small framework of the conventional tneory in
compared to the gravitational attrac- which the formation of the sun by
tion. gravitational collapse is followed by

- For a mass below the critical mass the formation of the planets from a disk
• to undergo gravitational collapse, a of gas spun out from the sun. Because

mechanism must become operative to the sun now has about 1000 times the
. reduce the magnetic field. For example, mass and one-thousandth the angular

processes such as radiation by Alfv6n momentum of the planets, the conven-
waves from the outer portions of the tional theory requires that an extreme
mass distribution or a topological redistribution of angular momentum take
change in magnetic field due to recon- place during the formation of the solar
nection could reduce the magnetic flux. system. The problem is worsened by the
If the mass of the nebular gas exceeds recent evidence that Uranus and Neptune
the critical mass, then gravity becomes consist primarily of carbon, nitrogen,
dominant and star formation can take and oxygen. The loss or absence of
place. A means to reduce the magnetic hydrogen and helium from these planets
flux has not been quantified. would imply a further loss of angular

The sustained coupling of fields momentum from the planetary system that
and motion from the early stages of star would have had to originate from the
formation was contained in the so-called early sun.
alpha-omega dynamo theory of E.N. Parker The small angular rotation rate and
(University of Chicago). It is well angular momentum of the sun after the
known that a toroidal magnetic Bt is generation of the planetary disk are the
generated by the coupling of a poloidal most difficult features to explain. And
magnetic field Bp to the angular veloc- why does the spun-out planetary disk not
ity Q. In Parker's scheme, Bt regener- have the same orientation as the sun?
ates Bp through the Faraday induction How could Uranus and Neptune be so far
equation, 3Bp/Dt = curl (aBt). The from the sun and not have condensed
induction requirement is essentially earlier? Why is there not a more common
that Bt be a force-free magnetic field nuclear mix in the solar system? It
characterized by a so that aBt is the would be difficult for magnetic coupling
electromotive force (emf) parallel to or other processes to account for these
the toroidal field. The emf is gener- disparities. Gold opined that the solar
ated by the action of the Coriolis force system having evolved as an outward-
on the convective potion of the matter, spiraling system just does not add up.

. With convection and rotation, Parker's Gold then proposed essentially the
scheme closes the loop for dynamo inverse process, where a contracting
fields, Bp"-Bt. disk of interstellar material leads to

In the discussion it was pointed the formation of both a central star and
out that observations of the solar wind the protoplanetary disk. Inward spiral-
have now been made in situ far from the ing would provide for a slow accretion
sun. Although measurements indicate rate, and the sun would form with a much

- that the angular momentum loss of the smaller rotation rate (though still a
sun due to the solar wind is only 0.3 to bit too high, perhaps by a factor of 5,
0.5 of what was thought to apply, the but more easily explained by a process

0 difference is not large enough to affect such as magnetic coupling). The sun
current theories significantly. would form first, and longer times would

Mestel commented on the 6-degree be available for heterogeneous planetary
tilt between the angular velocity of the formation at larger distances. The sun
sun and the solar system. If the and the planets need not have the same
rotational velocity is not parallel to composition.
the magnetic field, a precessional The process of gravitational
torque would exist in the primeval collapse can begin from an appropriate
system. If the outer portion of the density fluctuation in a uniform mole-
cloud becomes magnetically detached cular cloud. The density fluctuation,
(say, by reconnection), then the angular in stages, leads to heating, radiation,
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and rapid energy loss. To do away with to mobilize resources in biotechnoloay,
the density fluctuations, the system can the Ministry of Research and Industry
form plane annular rings that would not took a census of French companies that
necessarily be in the same plane. The are conducting research in all aspects
inner rings could undergo rapid collapse of this rapidly growina field.
and form the planets. The outer rings The tabulation, which was published
could last interminably and only occa- in the ministry's newsletter, shows that
sionally undergo collapse. Gold sug- there is considerable overlapping of

- gested this as a possible mechanism for interests amonq the companies involved.
comet formation, i.e., as the origin of In all, 31 companies have gotten started

. the Oort cloud. in France; their research interests are
In summary, the advantages of outlined in Table 1, below. It is

Gold's contracting-disk model of star obvious that the field of food and
formation are: it provides for nonuni- agricultural products leads the list of

" formitv in nuclear species, relative manufacturing interest, but not far
. composition, and condensation rates; the behind is medical drug production.

formation process is slow and takes
place in stages over long periods of
time; the star does not form all at
once, but slowly, and passes through Thomas C. Rozze!7
several phases including an early /"'/84
degeneracy phase that sorts out star
types.

THIRD WORLD CONGRESS FOR MICROCIRCULA-

3122184 TION

The European Society for Microcir-
culation will sponsor and host the Third

NEU S& & NOTES World Congress for Microcirculation at
the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford,

FRENCH COMPANIES PURSUE BIOTECHNOLOGY England, from 10 co 14 September 1984.Based on the contributions re-RESEARCH ceived, symposia, workshops and plenary

lectures are likely in the followingIOne year after the French govern- topic areas: haemorheology; pharmacol-

ment embarked on a concentrated program oy of vn e versus ararol
ogy of venules versus artprioles;

Table 1

French Companies and Their Biotechnological Activities

Food and Agricultural
Drugs (Including Reagents (Includ- Products (Includinq Raw Materials
Antibiotics, rm- inq Monoclone Seeds, Foods and Chemistry, Biodegradation
minology Deriva- Antibodies and Animal Fe.ds, Rio- Fnerqy-Producing and Antipollu-

Subject tives, Hormones) Enzyme Reagents) pesticides) Compounds tants

Genetic engineer- G3 Intergene Transqene
ing, microbiology Transgene Roussel-Uclaf

Genetica Sanofi
Roussel-Uclaf BSN
Sanofi

Cell fusion Rhone-Poulenc Immunotech Clause
Flybridolab SNEA

Enzymes, enzyme Rhone-Poulenc Roquotte
engineering

Fermentation Roussel-Uclaf Merieux Inst. Lafarne-Copee EMC
cell cultures Rhone-Poulenc Sel.Bongrain Rhone-Poulenc

Sanofi Sodima
Merleux Inst. Rhone-Poulenc
Synthelabo Protex

Pernod-Ricard
Air Liquide

Instrumentation, Rhone-Poulenc Biosys Biolafitte Degremontdevelopment of Biolafitte Nordon (Lyons waters)
extraction and Seltric General Water
purification Technip (IFP1 Company
processes Speichim

RSN

Strain collec- Pasteur Institute Museum
tion*, data banks
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diabetes mellitus, blood flow and en- 4. Regulation of Microcirculation
dothelial cell metabolism; liver and in Muscles (15 September 1984). Con-
spleen; pulmonary microcirculation; tact:
angiogenesis; transport through differ-
ent endothelia; prostaglandins and leuk- Olga Hudlicka
otrienes; platelet storage and release; Department of Physiology, The
lymph production, protein clearance and Medical School
lymph vessels; gastric mucosal microcir- University of Birmingham
culation; oxygen free radicals; ultra- Birmingham B15 2TJ
structure of vesicles; laser Doppler ENGLAND
flowmetry; microcirculation of the
heart; the interstitium; the role of 5. International Society of Oxygen
serotonins in the microcirculation; skin Transport to Tissue (26 through 30
microcirculation; dynamics of skin August 1984). Contact:
microcirculation in clinical medicine;

- tumor microcirculation, hyperthermia, F. Kreuzer,
.  and rheology; microcirculation and Department of Physiology, Faculty

. oxygen supply; biology of endothelial of Medicine,
cells; metabolism and physiology; the University of Nijmegen, Geert
eye; terminology of microcirculation; Grooteplein Noord 21a,
inhomogeneity of muscle blood supply. Nijmegen

A fairly extensive social program, THE NETHERLANDS
centered around historic Oxford, is
being planned. For more information,
contact:

Secretariat Thomas C. RozzelZ

Third World Congress on Microcircu- 3/9/84

lation
Department of Dermatology
Slade Hospital, Headington
Oxford OX3 7JH BIOMECHANICS AND BIOMATERIALS CONFERENCE

* d. ENGLAND
The European Society of Biomechan-

Before and after the congress, ics will hold its fourth meeting from 24
several satellite symposia will be held through 26 September at Davos, Switzer-
in England and The Netherlands. Titles, land. This joint meeting with the
dates, and contacts follow. European Society for Biomaterials will

be conducted in two parts, with an

1. Instrumentation and Techniques educational program and a scientific
in Microcirculatory Research (1 through program. The educational program will
6 September 1984). Contact: include the following pre-courses:

Basic Mechanics of the Musculoskeletal.
Robert S. Reneman System, Biomechanics Applied to Fracture
P.O. Box 616, 6200 M.D. Treatment, Biomechanics Applied to
Maastricht Prosthetic Joint Replacement, and
THE NETHERLANDS Cardiovascular Mechanics and Ultrasonic

Measurement.
2. The Scientific Basis of the The scientific program will cover

Care of the Critically Ill (5 through 8 all areas of basic and applied research
September 1984). Contact: in biomechanics and biomaterials, with

R.A. Little three topic areas receiving special
MRC Trauma Unit, Stopford Building attention: Mechano-biology at Inter-
University of Manchester faces, Implant Related Bone Porosis, and
Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL Image Analysis.
ENGLAND Participants in the conference will

have the opportunity to present their
3. Carrier Mediated Transport of work in three categories: as an

Solutes from Blood to Tissue (6 and 7 original scientific report given orally
September 1984). Contact: or by poster, as a scientific report

with computer demonstration, or as A
D.L. Yudilevich and G.E. Mann report of work in progress.
Department of Physiology, Queen All accepted abstracts will be

Elizabeth College available at the meeting. A separate
University of London, Campden Hill abstract of each paper will be published

Road at full length in the JournaZ of Bio-
London W8 7AH mechanics. After the conference,
ENGLAND selected contributions will be published
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by Martinus Nijhoff Publisher B.V. as There will also be open sessions in
Volume 2 of the series "Biomechanics: each section for contributed papers.
Principles and Applications." Three EGS Society Lectures are planned:

Additional information and regis- P. Tapprnier (Paris), "Space Tectonics
tration materials may be obtained from: of Asia"; M. Melchior (Louvain-la-Neuve,

tr o mBrussels), "The Role of Tides in Earth
Conference Secretariat Sciences"; and M. Nicolet (Institute of
Laboratory for Experimental Surgery Space Aeronomy, Brussels), "Solar
Attn.: Miss Vreni Geret Activity, Variations of UV and X-ray
CH-74796 Davos-Platz Fluxes."
SWITZERLAND For information on the meeting,
Phone: (083) 3 32 55 contact:

Prof. A. Berger UCL-IAG
Chemin Cyclotron 2

Thomas C. Rozzell 1348 Louvain-le-Neuve,
3/9/84 BELGIUM

EUROPEAN GEOPHYSICAL SOCIETY ANNUAL R.L. Caroviliano 6
MEETING 3/12/84

The annual meeting of the European
Geophysical Society (EGS) will be held
at the Universit4 Catholique de Louvain- CONFERENCE ON SOLAR SYSTEM ABUNDANCES
la-Neuve, Belgium, from 30 July through
3 August 1984. EGS is a relatively new The international conference 0
society, founded in 1971, and is con- "Abundance Ratios in the Solar System"
sidered the European counterpart to the will be held from 19 through 22 June
American Geophysical Union. The EGS has 1984 in Paris, France. The conference
three main sections that cover broad is organized by the French space agency,
areas of geophysics: I, Solid Earth and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, and
Planets; II, Hydrospheres and Atmos- is interdisciplinary in scope. Sessions
pheres; III, Upper Atmospheres, Iono- and discussions are intended to give
spheres, Magnetospheres, and the Inter- astronomers, astrophysicists, and-
planetary Medium. Each section will planetologists the opportunity to
sponsor symposia and workshops at the compare results, approaches, and inter-
annual meeting. pretations. The program will include 41

Section I will have the following invited papers and approved contributed
symposia: Structures of Pre-alpine papers selected for either an oral or
Orogenics, Future Planetary Missions, poster presentation. The official
Convection Phenomena, and Experiments in languages of the conference are French
Solid State Physics Relevant to Litho- and English, with simultaneous transla-
spheric Dynamics. Workshops will be on: tion of oral presentations.
Paleomagnetism, Age Dating and Sedimen- The following sessions are planned:
tology of Young Sediments, and Aspects (1) Isotope Abundance Measurements in
of the Energy Balance at the Surface of Extraterrestrial Matter, (2) Abundance
the Earth. Ratios in the Sun, Stars, and Comets,

Section II symposia are: Physical and (3) Implications on Cosmogony, A.ll

Processes in Atmospheres, Oceans, Cosmology, and Galactic Evolution.
Hydrospheres and Soils, as Revealed by Session 1 will emphasize results
Remote Sensing; Analysis of Non-linear from laboratory analysis of extraterres-
Transport Process in Soils; Turbulence trial matter such as meteorites and
in Rotating Fluids; Long-Lived Eddies in lunar samples. Improved laboratory
Oceans and Atmospheres; Topics in techniques in recent years have greatly
Climate; and Modelling of Mesoscale increased the capability to determine
Processes in Air-Sea Interaction. the isotopic content of such matter and

Section III symposia are: Thermo- to perform accurate dating analysis on
sphere/Ionosphere Coupling at High each species present.
Latitudes and Possible Solar Winds/Mag- The empirical evidence on abundance
netosphere Influence, First Results From ratios for session 2 derives from
European Geophysics and Solar Experi- spectroscopy, primarily in the visible
ments on Spacelab, and Solar Geophysical and infrared, and mass spectroscopy on
Indices Revisited. A workshop will be grains exposed to the solar wind and
held on magnetospheric effects on planetary atmospheres. Observations of
seismic activity. isotopic ratios involving H, He, C, N,
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0, Ar and other light nuclei will be of Naval Research, London; the US Air
featured. Force Geophysics Laboratory and the

The constraints of observed isotop- European Office of Aerospace Research
ic abundances upon interpretations and and Development; and the European Re-
theory will be the theme of session 3. search Office of the US Army, located in
Differences between solar system ratios London. Proceedings of the conference S
and composition results for other appear in the May 1984 issue of the
galaxies will also be discussed, journal Infrared Physice, published by

Plans are to publish proceedings of Pergamon Press (Oxford OX3 0BW, England,
the conference. Inquiries may be and Elmford, NY 10523). Normal refer-
addressed to: eeing procedures were used for papers

Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales that will appear in the publication.
D ~partment des Affaires The conference included a large
Universitaires number of invited and contributed

-Belin papers. Invited presentations were
18, Avenue Edouard-en given by:
31055 Toulouse Cedex
FRANCE
Telex: 531081 F P.R. Griffiths (University of Cali-

fornia, Riverside): Specimen Sampling
Techniques.

R.L. CarovilZano D.B. Chase (Du Pont, Wilmington, DE): S
3/13/84 Surface Studies.

D.W. Vidrine (Nicolet Instrument Corpo-
ration): Chromotography FTS.

PAPERS FROM THE 1983 NORDIC ASTRONOMY H.A. Willis, J.M. Chalmers, and M.W.
MEETING MacKenzie (Infrared and Raman Discus-

sion Group): Industrial Applications
The 1983 Nordic Astronomy Meeting of FTIR Spectroscopy. 5.

was held from 15 through 17 August in A.E. Costley (NPL, Teddington): The
Oslo. Sessions dealt with stellar Study of Transient Sources Using
atmospheres and activity, modern instru- Fourier Transform Spectroscopy.
mentation, and the plan for a Nordic A.J. Steed (Utah State University): Time
optical telescope. Papers presented at Resolved Studies With Field-Widened
the meeting are now available in three Instruments.
reports: Report No. 58, Astronomy From H.H. Mantsch (NRC, Ottawa): Biological
Space--Past and Future, by Olav Applications of Fourier Transform

• Kjeldseth Moe; Report No. 59, Papers Infrared Spectroscopy.
Presented at Nordic Astronomy Meeting in K. Holland-Moritz (Institute of Physical
OsZo, August 15-16, 1983, edited by Chemistry, Cologne): FT-IR Spectro-
Oivind Hauge; Report No. 60, Papers scopic Studies on Fast Time Dependent

-. .4Presented at Nordic Astronomy Meeting in Phenomena in Polymers.
. OsZo, August Z7, 1983, Discussions on J.C. Mather (Goddard Space Flight Cen-

Nordic OpticaZ Telescope, edited by ter, MD) : Cryogenic Fourier Spectrom- p
Jan-Erik Solheim. Inquiries may be eters.
addressed to: W.D. Duncan (Royal Observatory, Edin-

Theoretical burgh): Absolute Radiometry WithIstrotuteif Fourier Transform Spectrometers.
Astre sicfslo J.R. Birch (NPL, Teddington): Dispersive

Unve Bst of Fourier Transform Spectromtry.

Blindern, Oslo 3 G. Guelachvili (University of Paris,

NORWAY Orsay): Fourier Transform Spectro- p
scopy and Molecular Studies.

I.M. Mills (University of Reading): The
R.L. CaroviZlano Interpretation of High-Resolution
3/14/84 FTIR Spectra.

B. Carli (IROE, Florence): Far Infrared
High Resolution FT Spectroscopy for

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1983 INTERNATIONAL Stratospheric Studies. •
CONFERENCE ON FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRO- L. Delbouille (University of Liege,
SCOPY Belgium): Medium Infrared Solar and

Atmospheric Studies.
The 1983 International Conference J. Connes (Circe, Orsay): Resolution

on Fourier Transform Spectroscopy was Enhancpment by Numerical Methods.
held at Durham University, England, T. Hirschfeld (Lawrence Livermore Na-
from 5 through 9 September 1983. The tional Laboratory, CA): The FTIR
conference received wide sponsorship, Advantage Produced by Throughput
including direct support from the Office Loss.
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- The program included about 108 con- The present Royal Armamont Research
tributed papers in six sessions: Surface and Development Establishment will take

. Layers, Matrices, and Microsampling; In- in the Military Vehicles Engineering
dustrial Applications; Condensed State; Establishment and part of the Propel-
Studies on Large Molecules; High Resolu- lants, Explosives and Rocket Motor
tion Spectroscopy and Numerical Aspects; Establishment.
and Instrumentation.

Larry F. 'qhaffep
R.L. Carov'lZano 4/4/84

PONRL STAFF CHANGES
NEW GEOLOGY JOURNAL

This month we welcome two new staff
M4ar o6 a ? rc-7e " ? gy, a new members:

European-based quarterly journal, began Dr. Patrick Leehey comes from the
publication in February 1984. The Department of Applied Mechanics at the
journal is published jointly by Butter- Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
worth Scientific Ltd. and the UK Geolog- his specialties are naval architecture
ical Society. The editor-in-chief is and applied mathematics.
Dr. D.G. Roberts of British Petroleum in Dr. Norman Ness comes from the
London, and the North American regional Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics,

"oV editor is Dr. D. Scholl of the US Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA; his
Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA. specialty is space physics.

According to the editor, Marine and
Petroleum GeoZogy was launched to
provide a new international forum for ONRL COSPONSORED CONFERENCES
the exchange of multidisciplinary data,
techniques and concepts relevant to all ONR, London, can nominate two regi-
stages of exploration and to geologists, stration-free participants in the
geophysicists, and geochemists. conferences it supports. Readers who

The first issue of the journal in- are interested in attending a conference
cludes four research papers that average should write to the Scientific Director,
about 12 pages each, followed by 40 ONRL, Box 39, FPO New York 09510.
pages of recent citations, patent re- Note: A conference that appeared

.1 ports, and a calendar of meetings. One on this list in the April and May ES.Vs
of the papers (by Roberts and Kidd) in- has not been approved for support by
cludes some excellent sonographs of the ONR, London: Third International Sympo-
Iberian continental margin. The re- sium on Halide Glasses, Universit4 de
searchers used the UK's side-scan sonar Rennes, Rennes Cedex, France. The sympo-
GLORIA. sium will be held 24-28 June 1985--not

The annual subscription is B120 24-28 June 1984. ESN regrets the error.
($180). For subscription information
write to Quadrant Subscriptions Services International Conference on Laser
Ltd., Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, Processing and Diagnostics--Applications
Haywards Heath, Sussex RH163DH, England. in Electronic Materials, Linz, Austria,

15-19 July 1984.
Tenth General Assembly of the Euro-

Robert DoZn pean Geophysical Society, Louvain-la-
.- /2/84 Neuve, Belgium, 30 July - 4 August 1984.

Fifth International Symposium on
U O N D R C G Z Gasflow and Chemical Lasers, Oxford, UK,
UK MOD CONSOLIDATES RESEARCH ORGANIZA- 20-24 August 1984.
TIONS Fatigue '84, Birmingham, UK, 3-7

September 1984.
The UK is going to combine six of International Conference on Digital

its research establishments to form two, Signal Processing, Florence, Italy, 4-8
according to The Times (London, 3 April September 1984.
1984). Surface Modification of Metals by

The Admiralty Research Establish- Ion Beams, University of Heidelberg,
ment will be made up of three organiza- Federal Republic of Germany, 17-21

, . tions concerned with naval research: September 1984.
the Admiralty Marine Technology Estab- Ninth European Specialist Workshop
lishment, the Admiralty Surface Weapons on Active Microwave Semiconductor

Establishment, and the Admiralty Under- Devices, Veldhoven, The Netherlands,
water Weapons Establishment. 10-12 October 1984.
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FEBRUARY/MARCH MAS BULLETINS

The following MiZitcry Apicto :urr-zy (.,,.' h 4 etiis were published by
the ONR, London, Military Applications Division during February and March. The 4.47
Fu7Zet : is an account of naval developments in European research, development,
test, and evaluation. Its distribution is limited to offices with the US Department
of Defense. DoD organizations should request copies of the Pu ct,.c, by number,

* from ONR, London.

MASB Number Title

8-84 A Vibrating-Vane (Flex-Vane) Flowmeter Developed to
* Accurately Measure Fuel Flow Rates

9-84 Laser Color Filmwriter
10-84 Corrosion Resistant Organic Coatings for Studbolts
11-84 New Developments at Marconi Avionics in the UK
12-84 Gen-Coat Plus: Protective Coating Prevents Corro-

sion of Reinforced Concrete
13-84 The 26th Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and

Astronautics (IACAA)
14-84 Soviet Emphasis on Mine Warfare S
15-84 The International Symposium on Differential Game

Applications (ISODGA)-- With an Emphasis on Air-
to-Air Combat Analysis

16-84 A Millimeter-Wave Measurement System Designed to
Monitor Peak Internal Pressures in Aircraft Tires

17-84 Fleetfusion--A Spiral Metal Fusion Process for
Repairing/Enhancing Shipboard Engineering Components

18-84 Tromso Telemetry Station Covers Arctic Regions
19-84 Update on UK Royal Navy Environmental Support Pro-

grams
20-84 Notes on Remote Sensing in Europe
21-84 Oil Trawl for Bulk Oil Slick Cleanup
22-84 The British Press Describes the Performance of Ara-

paho Aboard RAF Reliant
23-84 First Quarterly Index 1984

EUROPEAN VISITORS TO THE US SPONSORED BY ONR, LONDON 0

Organizations Want Information?
Visitor Areas of Interest to be Visited Contact at ONRL

Dr. C.A. Brookes Engineering Science/ Naval Research James W. Daniel
Dept. of Engr. Science Hardness Testing Laboratory
University of Exeter NSWC .
North Park Road Silver Spring, MD
Exeter, Devon, EX4 4QF (9-20 July 84)

Prof. Brian Ridley Semiconductors ONR HQ James W. Daniel . .
Department of Physics NRL
University of Essex (July 1984)
United Kingdom S

Prof. David Tabor Physics/Friction & ONR HQ James W. Daniel
Univ. of Cambridge Wear Naval Research
Cavendish Laboratory Laboratory
Madingley Road NSWC
Cambridge CB3 OHE (9-20 July 84) -.
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SCIENCE NEWSBRIEF FOR APRIL

The following issue of Science Newsbrief was published by the ONR, London,
Scientific Liaison Division during April. Science Newsbrief provides concise
accounts of scientific developments or science policy in Europe and the Middle East. 0
Please request copies, by number, from ONR, London.

Science Newsbrief Number Title

2-2-84 UK Government Rejects Increased Research Funding--May
Withdraw From CERN, by James W. Daniel.

ONRL REPORTS 0
To request reports, check the boxes on the self-addressed mailer and return
it to ONR, London.

C-1-84: Sixth International Conference on Computing Methods in Applied Sciences
and Engineering, by J.F. Blackburn. The conference, held in December
1983, covered the following areas: structural and fluid mechanics,
nonlinear analysis, oil reservoir simulations, compressible fluids,
numerical algebra and software, semiconductors and hysteresis, multigrid
methods, and parallel computing.

R-2-84: Science in the European Economic Community: A Self-Assessment and a

Detailed Plan of Action, by James W. Daniel. This report summarizes the
European Economic Community's (EEC's) new scientific policy, provides the
EEC Commission's assessment of the Community's international position in
science policy, and presents the detailed scientific and technological
goals of a program for coordinating and planning future policy.

R-3-84: Statistics and Operations Research in Europe--1983: Summary Report, by
D.R. Barr. This report examines work in statistics, operations research,
and closely related fields in Europe. The report updates Statistics,
Operations Research, and Management Science in Europe--1982: Summary
Report, R-2-83 (US Office of Naval Research, London, 1983).

R-4-84: A Survey of European Robotics Research, by Scott Harmon. This report
describes the results of a 1981 survey to gather information about Euro-
pean robotics research that might be tailored to meet the US Navy's needs.
The objectives of the study were: (1) to identify key research organiza-
tions and scientists, and (2) to determine the nature of the research and
technology. The survey covered Belgium, France, the UK, Italy, Switzer-
land, and the Federal Republic of Germany.

R-5-84: European Research on Polymers and Composites, by R.W. Armstrong and Vivian
T. Stannett. This report discusses the strategies and funding for re-
search on polymers and composites in the UK, the Federal Republic of
Germany, and France.
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